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Abstract
An experimental investigation was undertaken in order to obtain
information on the transport properties of turbulent flow
through a wall subchannel of a rod bundle with roughened rods
and a smooth channel wall. Detailed measurement values were
obtained on the distributions of mean flow velocity, intensity
of turbulence in all directions and thus the kinetic energy of
turbulence as weIl as the shear stresses perpendicular and
parallel to the walls and of the wall shear stresses on the
smooth wall. The rod bundle consisted of four parallel rods
contained in a rectangular channel; the Reynolds number of
this investigation was Re=1.82·10 S • From the measurement
values the eddy viscosities in the directions perpendicular
and parallel to the walls were calculäted. The results are
compared with predictions calculated by the VELASCO code.
Die Struktur der turbulenten Strömung in einem Wandkanal eines
Stabbündels mit rauhen Rohren
Zusammenfassung
Eine experimentelle Untersuchung wurde durchgeführt mit dem
Ziel, Informationen über die Transporteigenschaften der tur-
bulenten Strömung in einem Stabbündel mit rauhen Stäben und
glatten Kanalwänden zu erhalten. Detaillierte Verteilungen
von Strömungsgeschwindigkeit, Turbulenzintensitäten in allen
Richtungen und damit der kinetischen Energie der Turbulenz
sowie der Schubspan~ungen in Richtung senkrecht und parallel
zur Wand und der Wandschubspannung an der glatten Wand wurden
gemessen. Das Stabbündel bestand aus vier parallelen rauhen
Rohren umgeben von einem Rechteckkanal; die Reynoldszahl der
5Untersuchung war Re=1.82·10 • Aus den Meßwerten wurden die
Wirbelviskositäten senkrecht und parallel zu den Wänden be-





Computer codes used to predict the thermodynamic and fluid
dynamic performance of rod bundles with longitudinal turbulent
flow require experimental knowledge of the turbulent transport
properties. Anisotropie eddy viscosities are used in the most
advanced codes applied to rod bundles /1,2/. The anisotropy of
the momentum transport is described by different eddy viscosities
in the radial direction, i.e., normal to thewalls, and in the cir-
cumferential direction, i.e., parallel to the walls, respectively.
The eddy viscosity in the radial direction is defined by
( 1)
withu'v' as the time-mean correlation of the velocity fluctu-
ations in the main direction of the flow (u') and in the direc-
tion normal to the wall (v'), respectively, u is the time-mean
fluid velocity, and r is the coordinate normal to the wall. As
a dimensionless quantity the radial eddy viscosity can be written
as
( 2)
with L as the length of the velocity profile measured normal to
the wall between the wall and the position of maximum velocity
and u·as the local shear velocity defined by
u" =~ (3)
with LW as the shear stress atthe wall.
Likewise, the eddy viscosity in the circumferential direc-
tion is defined by
- u'w'




with W1 as the velocity fLuetuation in the eireurnferential
direetion. As a dimensionless quantity the eireurnferential
eddy viseosity yields
+ E d>E~ =~ . (5)
In ehannel flows the eddy viscosities in the radial and cir-
eurnferential directions are non-isotropie; this fact is taken
into aeeount by an anisotropy faetor n
+
E
n = *- . (6)Er
Up to now, experimental information on the value of the aniao-
tropy faetor and its loeal dependence has been very poor for
non-eireular ehannels. Information is available only for simple
duets, eireular tubes and parallel pLates, for which values be-
tween 2 and 3 have been measured.
For smooth rod bundles some results are known of the radial
eddy viscosity from the experiments by Kjellström /3/, Trupp /4/
and Rehme /5 - 10/. Kjellström also reported a f.ew values of the an-
isotropy faetor n, but his results scatter widely and no eonelu-
sions ean be drawn on the basis of those values. Oetailed experi-
mental da ta of the anisotropy factor for the turbulent flow
through smooth rod bundles with different piteh-to-diameter
ratios were published earlier /5 - 10/. Experimental results of
the anisotropy faetor in roughened rod bundles are not available.
On the other hand, the anisotropy factor strongly influences the
results ealeulated by the codes. Espeeially the eireurnferential
variation of the mean flow velocity averaged normal to the walls,
the variation of the wall shear stresses, and, hence, the resul-
ting variation of the wall temperatures depend on the anisotropy
factor /11/.For instance, the ealculations with the VELASCO code
/12/for a smooth rod bundle with a piteh-to-diameter ratio of
the rods p/o = 1.1 show that the ratio of Lw /L w . ehanges
from 1.86 to 1.06, if the anisotropy faetor T~xeha~~~d from
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1 to 30. /11/. The VELASCO code is also suited for the predic-
tion of the turbulent flow through roughened rod bundles.
Precise experimental results on the anisotropy factor and
its local distribution are therefore necessary to verify the
assumptions made or to adjust the codes. Moreover, it is des-
irable to apply the more advanced codes (k'-models) to rod
bundles. To test those models detailed experimental results
of the flow structure are necessary.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this investigation experiments were performed in a wall
subchannel of a rod bundle with roughened rods. Since the tem-
perature gradients are the highest in wall and corner channels
of nuclear fuel elements, knowledge of the tranport properties
is most important for those channels. On the other hand, experi-
ments in central subchannels are difficult to perform, since the
flow will always be affected by the channel walls, as the results
of different investigations show /3,4/.
A rectangular channel (180.2x642.2 mm) with 4 rods (DvOl =
106.21 mm) in parallel is used for the experiments (Fig.1). The
rods were arranged at a pitch-to-diameter ratio of P/D
vol ~ 1.45
and a wall-to-diameter ratio of W/D
vol = 1.35. The surface of the
rods was roughened by a trapezoidal roughness similar to the
roughness used in the BR2-calibration experiments/13/. The ribs
with a height of h = 1.4 mm were cut with a pitch of p = 16.2 mm
into the outer surface of the aluminium tubes of D = 108.0 mm
O.D. The width of the ribs was b, = 4.8 mm at the tip and
b2 = 6.76 mm at the root of the ribs, respectively (Fig.2).
The choice of these dimensions means an enlargement of 13.5 : 1
compared to the dimensions of the rods used for the BR2 calibra-
tion experiments.
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The rectangular channel was fabricated from plexiglass so that
one of the short walls is adjustable to allow the channel dimen-
sions to be changed for different geometries. The overall length
of the test section is H = 7000 mm; it was made up of 4 portions
of LK = 1750 mm each for both the channel and the rods. This







Small pins of 2 mm O.D. were used as spacers at four levels to
fix the rods inside the channel. The measurements were performed
with air as the fluid at the open outlet, 30 mm downstream from
the outlet. The air is taken in through a silencer and a filter
(1 ~m particle size) by a radial blower (m = 4.2 kgs- 1 ; Ap = 0.1 bar)
and enters the test section through a honeycomb grid (Fig.1).
Measurements were taken of
(a) the time-mean value of the fluid velocity by Pitot tubes,
(b) the turbulent shear stresses in the radial and circum-
ferential directions,
(c) the distribution of turbulence intensities and, hence, the
kinetic energy of turbulence by hot-wire measurements (b)
and (c) (DISA), and
(d) the distribution of the wall shear stresses by Preston tubes
at the smooth channel wall.
In order to achieve the necessary accuracy of the measured
values and their gradients, the flow cross section to be investi-
gated was covered by a network of mesh points. Measurements were
taken along the rod wall between Ö and 90 deg : 5 deg each and
along the channel wall between 0 and 77 mm : 5 mm each for a
different number of points normal to the walls, depending on the
width of the flow cross section between 13 and 18 points. Thus,
measurements were taken at a total of more than 500 positions
in the symmetrical part of the wall channel by the technique used
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in ealier measurements on annuli /14,15/and in smooth rod bundles
/5 - 10/. The hot-wire measuremertts were performed bythe single-
wire method in six different positions against the flow, as sug-
gested by Kjellström /3/. For evaluation of the results Kjellström's
method was used. The difficulty in solving the set of six simultan-
eous equations with respect to the shear stress v'w' was overcome
by disregarding this correlation, as reported already by Kjellström
/3/. Since the measurement of all values at all positions takes a
long time,nearly 3 months, the density of the air at the outlet
changes with the conditions of the weather (temperature and baro-
meter readings). Therefore, the speed of the blower was adjusted
by controlling the revolutions per minute of the motor such that
at a fixed point in the channel the fluid velocity measured by a
Pitot tube remained constant (uREF = 27.78 ms-
1 ). Details of the
test section and the measuring technique can be taken from /16/.
3. RESULTS
The Reynolds number of this study based on the hydraulic
diameter Dh and the velocity averaged across the subchannel
Re
u D
= p' m· h
~
(7)
was Re = 1.82.10 5 • The tabulated results are included in this
report in the appendix.
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3.1 Time-mean veloc~ty and Wallshear stress
The velocity ditribution measured by Pitot tubes is shown in Fig.3
as lines of constant velocity (isotachs). The velocities measured
-1
are related to the velocity kept constant (uREF = 27.78 ms ) by
a fixed Pitot tube. The average fluid velocity over the cross sec-
tion (um = 24.38 ms- 1) was calculated by an integration of the
velocity distribution measured. The plot of the isotachs shows
that the lines of constant velocity close to the walls are par-
allel to the walls. It is interesting to note that the line of
maximum velocity is not conicident with the symmetry line between
the rods. This effect is due to the influence of the edge channel
on the flow distribution in the wall channel. Unfortunately, the
measurements were taken in the wall channel which was connected
with the edge channel. Since in the edge channel the mean flow
velocity is lower than in the wall channel the line of maximum
velocity is moved towards the center of the whole channel. The
data were plotted by a computer. For the measurements near the
rod wall cylindrical coordinates and near the channel wall kar-
thesian coordinates were used. Therefore, two plots were drawn
which were connected at the line of maximum velocity between the
rods and the channel wall. This is the reason for the small steps
of the isotachs near the line of maximum velocity.
The same data are shown in Fig.4 for the portion of the sub-
channel close to the rod wall and in Fig.5 for the portion
close to the channel wall •. In these figures the velocity distri-
butions measured are plotted versus the relative distance from
the respective wall: the distance from the wall is related to
the length of the velocity profile between the wall and the po-
sition of maximum velocity. Fig.4 shows that the velocity distri-
bution of the wall channel has a minimum in the gap between
the rods (~=5 deg) , whereas the velocity in the gap between the
rod and the smooth channel wall is slightly higher (~=85 deg).
The wall shear stresses at the smooth channel wall were measured
by means of Preston tubes /17/. The data were evaluated by using
Patel's calibration equations /18/. The use of Preston tubes is
not possible at the roughened wall. Therefore, the wall shear
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stresses were calculated from the velocity profiles measured
assuming that they follow the law of the wall:
u = 2.5 u* In y - 2.5 u* In h + u*· R(h+)
(8)
(9)
The data of the velocity u and the natural logarithm of the
distance from the wall y were fitted by a straight line (LSF).
Assuming the slope of the dimensionless velocity profile to 2.5,
as usual, the shear velocity u* and, thus, the wall shear stress
T W were calculated
(10)
Considering the recent results on velocity profiles over rough
surfaces by Baumann /19,20/ the assumption of a slope = 2.5 of
the velocity profiles might not be true. The distance from the
wall y was measured from the volumetric radius.
The results are shown in Fig.6. It turns out that the shear
stress at the rod wall due to the roughness is about three times
higher than that of the smooth wall. At the smooth channel wall
the wall shear stress is nearly uniform, however, at the rough
wall the shear stress is lowest in the gaps between the rods and
channel wall, respectively. There is a relatively great varia-
tion of the wall shear stress of about 25%, the maximum value
being at the , = 40 deg position. This position is coincident
with the position at which the length of the velocity profile
between the wall and the maximum velocity has its maximum value.
Fig.7 shows the dimensionless velocity profiles for the rough
part of the cross section. All profiles follow a straight line
but there is considerable scatter with respect to the constant
R of the velocity profile. The mean value of R calculated from
Eq. (9) was R=6.6. With the different positions at the wall this
constant changes between 6.2 and 7.2. The highest values of R
are found in the gaps between the rod and channel wall and be-
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tween the rods, respectively. This value of R is rather high
compared with the value of R =5.4 used in the SAGAPO /21/ ca1-
culations for the BR2-bundle according to Dalle Donne and
Meyer /22/. Using a combination of the methods of Lyall /23/
and Maubach /24/ the value of R = 5.55 was calculated from the
BR2 calibration experiments /25/. This value is lower than
that found in this investigation, too. Since it is feIt that
the assumption the slope of the non-dimensional velocity pro-
file being 2.5 is most questionable it was tried to calculate
the wall shear stress by extrapolation of the shear stresses
measured in the direction normal to the rough wall. The extra-
polated values scatter considerably, moreover, they are higher
than those evaluated from the velocity profiles assuming the
slope to be 2.5. The mean value of the wall shear stress was
-2
T W = 5.562 Nm calculated by extrapolation of the shear stress
av -2
profiles compared with T W = 4.261 Nm from the profiles.av
However, the shear stresses measured near the rough wall are
not very precise, since the maximum ratio of r.m.s axial fluctu-
ation to mean velocity was 28%. The hot-wire equipment used
without linearisators is not able to measure the shear stresses
precisely at such high intensities /26,27,28/. Nevertheless,
the non-dimensional velocity distributions are plotted in Fig.8
using the smoothed wall shear stress distribution calculated
from the shear stress distributions measured. The plot shows
that the profiles have a slope less than 2.5 but nearly the
same constant (5.9). The lowest slope is found in the gaps
(2.03) and the highest at 25 - 35 deg (2.30).
The average wall shear stress on the rough wall can be calcu-
lated by a force balance if the pressure drop gradient is
known. Fig.9 shows the distribution of the static pressure
measured along the smooth channel wall. The distribution shows
small steps due to the presence of spacers. The pressure drop
gradient was calculated from the measurements of the last five
pressure taps:
!E = 142.98 -26L 1.203 = 118.85 Nm •
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From the measured wall shear stress distribution on the smooth
wall T S is calculated:av
-2TS = 1.638 Nmav




= 5.218 Nm •
This value is only 6.2% lower than the average wall shear stress
calculated via the extrapolation of the shear stress distribu-
tions in the direction normal to the wall.
Using this value of the wall shear stress constant around the
rod surface the non-dimensional velocity plot (Fig.10) shows
a strong dependence of the profiles on the circumferential po-
sition: the highest profiles at the 45 deg position with a
slope of 2.28 and a constant of 5.8 and the lowest profiles
in the gaps (5 deg and 85 deg position) with a slope of 1.78
and a constant of 5.0.
It can be concluded from a comparison of the figures 7,8 and 10
that the wall shear stress around the perimeter is not constant
but there must be a distribution with lower values in the gaps.
Since it is not possible to evaluate the precise distribution
from the measurements in the following the intensities, kinetic
energy of turbulence and the eddy v~scosities in the rough part
of the channel are related to the average value of the wall
shear stress (5.218 Nm- 2) which is felt to be the most precise
value.
It is possible to calculate another value of the roughness
parameter R(h+) by a combination of the Lyall /23/ and Maubach
/24/ methods using the pressure drop measured:
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A = 6p/6L = 0.04033
E. u2 _1_
2 m Dh
5Re = 1. 82 4 • 10
A UR








The annular zone is taken equivalent to the flow cross section
between the surface and the position of maximum velocity
(F = 3194.2 mm2). We get
r
umaxy = = 1.574
rvol
and from
ra L +~ I = 2.5 In h + R(h ) - G
with
G = 3.75 + 1.25y = 2.221 /24/
1+ y
+R(h) = 6.13.
This value is higher than those found in the BR2-calibration
tests, too. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. Per-
haps the small differences in the roughness profiles are the
reason for this difference. The profile used in this investi-
gation was calculated as an enlarged profile of the original
design of the BR2 roughness. But during the fabrication of






p/h 11 .76 10.84 11 .57
h/b 0.239 0.255 0.242
p-b 7.57 6.91 7.44h
Moreover, the angle between the root of the ribs and the ribs
was 45 deg for the BR2 rods whereas it was 35 deq (~in.2) for
the rods of this investigation.
The non-dimensional veloeity profiles in the smooth part of the
ehannel elose to the ehannel wall are plotted in Fig.11 versus
the non-dimensional distanee from the wall. The slope of the
profiles is nearly eoineident with the slope of the Nikuradse
profile in smooth tubes:
+ +
u = 2.5 In y + 5.5 ( 11 )
whieh plotted as a straight line for eomparison. The values
measured are slightly lower than the tube profile. The same
effeet was already observed during the investigations in smooth
rod bundles /6 - 10/.
3.2 Intensities and kinetie energy of turbulenee
Fig.12 and 13 show the measured turbulenee intensities in the rough
and the smooth zones of the wall ehannel. As mentioned before the
axial intensity in the rough zone of the ehannel is related to the
frietion veloeity based on the average wall shear stress. In the
smooth zone the intensities are related to the loeal frietion ve-
loeity based on the loeal wall shear stresses measured by Preston
tubes.
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It is interesting to note that the axial intensity decreases
close to the rough wall (Fig.12). This cannot be noticed
close to the smooth wall (Fig.13). The axial intensity de-
pends on the circumferential position in the rough part of
the channel the intensities being higher in the gaps and
lower at the ~=35 to 45 deg position. This effect cannot
be attributed to the reference friction velocity chosen
since the intensities in the gaps are on the high side and
they will be even higher if a slightly lower friction velo-
city is chosen as the reference velocity due to a variation
in the wall shear stress. In the smooth part of the channel
the data agree close to the wall. Far from the wall the in-
tensities spread out depending on the position at the wall.
The lowest values are found near the syrnrnetry line of the
channel (x=77 rnrn). It is interesting to note that the inten-
sities show a minimum value especially near the gap. This is
more pronounced in Fig.7 which shows the measured axial tur-
bulence intensities in the wall channel made dimensionless
* -2by the reference wall shear velocity u REF=1.794 Nm • The con-
tour map of lines of equal intensity shows that the intensity
is the highest near the rough wall, as is to be expected, but
that the intensity drop towards the center of the flow on
lines normal to the wall depends on the circumferential posi-
tion at the wall. Again, as already observed for the time-mean
velocity the line of minimum intensity between the rods is non-
coincident with the sYrnrnetry line.
As already mentioned the line of minimum intensity between the
rod and the channel wall is non-coincident with the line of
maximum velocity. There is a considerable shift of the line
of minimum intensity, which is almost parallel to the line of
maximum velocity, towards the smooth channel wall •.The same
result was observed in smooth annuli with small radius ratios
/9,10/, for which the line of minimum intensity was coincident
with the line of zero shear stress. The same is true for the
wall channel of a rod bundle.
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The axial intensity elose to the rough wall (~,2;U;EF > 2.2)
is eonsiderably higher than elose to the smooth wall (1.5).
The lowest values of the axial intensity elose to the walls
are found at ~ = 40 deg and x = 77 mm. Towards the gaps the
intensity elose to the wall inereases.
3.2.2 Turbulenee intensities normal to the walls
------------------------------------------
The turbulenee intensities in the direetion normal to the
walls are presented in Figures 15 and 16. In the rough part
of the ehannel there is a drop of the intensities elose to
the rough wall similar to that found for the axial intensi-
ty. Towards the line of maximum velocity a deerease of the
intensities normal to the wall is found. In the smooth part
of the ehannel the data show some seatter and the data are
more or less eonstant aeross the zone. Approaehing the maxi-
mum velocity position a slight inerease of the intensity ean
be notieed. The eontour plot (Fig.17) shows the deeline of
the values with inereasing distanee from the rod wall and
a somewhat non-uniform pieture near the smooth surfaee.
Plots of the turbulenee intensities parallel to the walls
are presented in Figures 18 and 19. The trends of the azi-
muthal intensities are similar to those of the axial and
normal intensities. The eontour plot shows that the line of
minimum intensity is shifted from the line of maximum velo-
city towards the smooth ehannel wall.
The measured kinetie energy of turbulenee (Figures 21 and 22)
deereases in general more or less with inereasing distanee from
the wall exeept near the rough wall. Far from the wall the kine-
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tic energy of turbulence depends on the circumferential posi-
tion in the rough part whereas this dependence is less pronounced
in the smooth part of the channel. Here again an increase in
turbulence enerqy is found approaching the line of maximum
velocity. This fact is clearly demanstrated in the contour plot
of the data (Fig.23). An influence of secondary flows cannot' be
noticed, however, the shift of the position of minimum turbu-
lence energy from the symmetry line towards the center of the
channel which is caused by the neighboured corner subchannel
is clearly indicated. The highest values of the kinetic energy
are found close to the rough wall (k'/u~EF > 3.8) whereas at
the smooth wall the maximum values are less than 1/2 of the
maximum at the rough wall « 1.6).
3.3 Shear stresses and correlation coefficients
The measured shear stresses normal to the walls are illu-
strated in Figures 24 and 25. elose to the rough wall the
shear stress decreases. The data are spread with increasing
distance from the wall. Similar results were found in /27/,
the possible reason was already discussed before. In the
smooth part of the channel the data follow reasonably weIl
a linear shear stress distribution.
The measured shear stresses parallel to the walls exhibit
values which tend to zero close to the walls both in the
rough and the smooth part of the channel (Figures 26 and 27).
In the rough part the shear stress is negative for the region
between ~ = 5 and 35 deg, the sign changes to positive approa-
ching the gap between rod and channel wall. This trend is
reasonable because the gradient of the velocity in circumferen-
tial direction changes the sign at about 40 deg. The maximl~
of the shear stress parallel to the rough wall is found to be
in the region of ~ = 55 - 60 deg. In the smooth part of the
channel the shear stress changes its sign at the x = 60 mm
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position. This is reasonable again because the gradient of
the velocity parallel to the wall changes the sign due to
the influence of the corner subchannel.
3.3.3 Correlation c6efficient Ruv
The measured correlation coefficients of the shear stress in
the direction normal to the walls (Figures 28 and 29)
- u'v'
R = -===---==
uv ~ u • 2 I • '"v' 2 I
exhibit similar curves to that with circular tubes. The
correlation coefficients are slightly higher than in circu-
lar tubes close to the rough wall (0.5 to 0.6). Over a wide
region of the flow cross-section the correlation coefficients
are between 0.4 and 0.5 in the smooth part of the channel.
3.3.4 Correlation coefficient R
uw
The calculated correlation coefficients of shear stress parallel
to the walls (Figures 30 and 31)
- u'w'R =
uw ~ • 2 i _ J-;2 i
U • 'I w
tend to zero close to the walls and rise gradually in the
region distant from the wall. The behaviour is quite similar




From the data for the turbulent shear stresses and the distri-
bution of the mean time-value of the flow velocity in the
axial direction were det~rmined the eddy viscosities in the
directions both perpendicular and parallel to the walls. The
eddy viscosities were calculated on the basis of their de-
finitions (Eqn. 1 and 4) using the original results (not
smoothed). The calculated values are plotted as non-dimensional
quantities. For the rough part of the channel the viscosities
are related to the average value of the wall shear stress; in
the smooth part the local wall shear stresses are used.
Fig.32 shows the calculated data for the roughened part of the
channel as non-dimensional eddy viscosity versus the non-
dimensional distance from the wall. For comparison with the
smooth tube data the line according to Reichardt /29/ was
added in the figure. Compared to the smooth tube values it
is interesting to note that the slope of the eddy viscosity
normal to the wall near the rough surface is steeper. Most
interesting, however, is the fact that the eddy viscosity in
radial direction is strongly dependent on the circumferential
position at the wall. The highest values are found for the
gaps between the rods and the rod and channel wall, respec~
tively, whereas the values are slightly lower than for smooth
tubes for ~ = 30 - 45 deg. Towards the gaps the eddy viscosi-
ties. increase gradually. The eddy viscosities normal to the
wall in the smooth part of the cross section are plotted as
non-dimensional quantities versus the non-dimensional distance
from the wall in Fig. 33. Close to the wall the data measured
are coincident with the smooth tube results. However, far from
the wall (Y/L > 0.25) the eddy viscosities are higher than for
tubes. This result was also observed in smooth rod bundles
/3 - 10/. The large scatter in the region near the center line
happens because of the small velocity gradients approaching
zero at the center line. From the data shown we can conclude
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that the eddy viscosity normal to the wall is almost inde-
pendent of the circumferential position for the smooth part
of the channel, whereas in the rough part the eddy viscosi-
ties strongly depend on the local position.
The results for the eddy viscosities in the direction parallel
to the walls differ quite considerably from those in the direc-
tion normal to the walls. The calculated values are shown in
Figures 34 and 35. The eddy viscosities not only depend on the
circumferential position but also on the position perpendicular
to the wall. In the rough part of the cross section two main
structures can be distinguished. In the region between the rough
rods the eddy viscosities increase with increasing distance from
the wall, as an example the values for the ~ = 15 deg position
are fitted by a curve. In the region between the rough rod and
the smooth channel wall the eddy viscosities parallel to the
rough wall decrease from high values close to the wall and
with higher distance from the wall they are more or less con-
stant: two examples are shown bv curves for the ~ = 50 and
65 deg position. In the smooth part of the channel the eddy
viscosities show the same behaviour as observed with smooth
rod bundles /6,7,8/. With increasing distance from the smooth
wall the eddy viscosities first increase and after passing
through a maximum they decrease. Curve fits are shown for the
positions x = 30, 40 and 55 mm at the smooth wall. The cal-
culated values for x > 60 behave different but in this region
there is an influence on the flow distribution from the neigh-
boured corner channel which was discussed before.
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The latter is true also for the anisotropy factor n which is
the ratio of the eddy viscosities parallel and normal to the
walls. The anisotropy factors calculated from the measurements
are plotted in Fig. 36 for the rough portion of the wall chan-
nel. The anisotropy factor shows a strong dependence on the
position in the cross section both in circumferential and radial
directions. It assumes high valuesclose to the wall of up to
20 and higher. The lowest values are found in the gap between
the rods (~ <30 deg). Approaching the gap between the rod and
the channel wall the anisotropy factor increases. The highest
values were found at ~ = 55 f 75 deg. Here, the anisotropy fac-
tors are found to be of the order of 3 f 5 even in the region
far from the wall.
The anisotropy factors calculated for the smooth part of the
wall channel (Fig. 37) are higher than in the rough part by a
factor of more than 2 f 3. elose to the smooth wall anisotropy
factors of 40 are found. The highest values also in this case
are found near the gap between the rod and the channel wall
(x < 40 mm). For this region values of n = 8 f 10 were measured
in the region far from the wall. Approaching the symmetry line
between the rods ( x = 77 mm) the anisotropy factors decrease
and they assume values comparable to those in the rough part
of the channel.
This strong dependence ot the anisotropy factor on the circum-
ferential and radial positions is in contrast to the assump-
tions in the codes /2,12,30/. In VELASC~ /12/ which is suited to
calculate the flow distribution in roughened rod bundles the
anisotropy factor far from the wall is always less than 2,more-
ove~ the eddy viscosity parallel to the walls is assumed to be
constant in the radial and circumferential directions.
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4. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH PREDTCTIONS BY
VELASC~
Since in VELASC~ only sand roughness can be taken into account
the subroutine PROPA determin~ng,-the characteristic velocity pro-
file parameters of roughened surfaces was modified to allow cal-
culations considering the recent results /22/ for the roughness
parameter R of the velocity profile of rectangular roughness.
The calculations were performed applying the function for the
roughness parameter which was used for the SAGAPO-calculations
of the BR2-calibration tests /21/.
The velocity field calculated by VELASC~ is plotted in Fig. 38.
The lines of constant velocity are related to the same velocity
as in Fig. 3, so the values in both figures are comparable.
It is obvious that the calculated velocity field is more uni-
form than the measured field. The ratio of the maximum velocity
divided by the maximum velocity in the gap between the rods
is 1.073 for the predictions compared with a value of 1.219
for the measurements. Another difference is found in the ratio
of the maximum velocities in the gap. This ratio calculated
as maximum velocity in the gap between the rod and the channel
wall divided by the maximum velocity in the gap between the rods
yields 0.989 for the predictions but 1.071 for the measurements.
Most important is the fact, that it is impossible to diplay the
measured shift of the maximum velocity in the cross section
from the symmetry line due to the influence of the edge channel
by the calculations.
The reason for the more uniform velocity field calculated ob-
viously is the influence of secondary flows taken into account
in the calculations. The assumption in VELASC~ overestimates
the effect of secondary flows as the measurements with a smooth
rod bundle already showed /6 /.
The comparison between measured and calculated wall shear
stresses (Fig. 39) also demonstrates that the calculated results
are more uniform. The calculated shear stress at the smooth
- 20 -
channel wall is slightly higher that that measured. This is pro-
bably due to the noncoincidence between the positions of zero
shear and maximum velocity. This effect of course is not taken
into account in VELASe~ since both positions are assurned to be
coincident.
5. eONCLUSIONS
Detailed experimental results of the velocity and turbulence
structure and, thus, the eddy viscosities in directions normal
and parallel to the walls were obtained in a wallsubchannel
of a roughened rod bundle for the first time by this investi-
gation. Thus, applying the experimental results to the codes
used for the prediction of flow and ternperature distributions
makes it possible to check the models and/or adjust thern.
The eddy viscosities normal to the roughened rod wall measured
showed that they str-ongly depend on the circurnferential posi-
tion. The same is true for the anisotropy factors in the rough
as weIl as in the smooth portion of the cross section. Since
rod bundle experiments 113, 31/showed that the ternperature distri-
bution is very sensitive against the gap width between the rods
and shroud especially in the wall and edge channels, these ex-
perimental results may be used to improve the codes to achieve
more reliable predictions of flow and temperature distributions
in rod bundles.
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the test rig
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F ig. 2: Shape of the roughness
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Fig.13: Axial turbulence intensity (x/y)
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Fig.19: AzimuthaI turbulence intensity (x/y)
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Fig.22: Kinetic energy of turbulence (x/y)
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Fig.27: Shear stress parallel to the wall (x/y)
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Fig.32: Non-dimensional eddy viscosity normal to the wall vs.
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Fig.33: Non-dimensional eddy viscosity normal to the wall vs.
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Fig. 34: Non-dimensional eddy viscosity parallel to the wall vs~
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Fig.35: Non-dimensional eddy viscosity parallel to the wall vs.
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Fig.38: Velocity field ü(üREF calculated by VELASCO
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Fig.39: Comparison between experimental and computed distributions
of wall shear stresses
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3.0 0.t510 2.1176 1.0418 1.2244 3.5344 -1.1738 C.l1le -C.5321 0.0507 C.IC7~ ~ 17. 78 S.IS8
4.0 0.6917 2.(75S I.C597 1.1912 3.4256 -1.14(7 0.ü177 -0.5185 0.0081 0.1432 499.86 S.179
5.0 J.7L38 2.C178 1.1810 1.2111 3.5410 -1.C8E3 (.0341 -C.4567 0.0143 C.17SC (;21.S4 10.236
6.0 0.7495 1.~873 1.C602 1.1545 3.2(32 -C.S981 o .0 193 - 0 .4737 0.0091 C.21~1 ;44.Cl lC.tCl
8.u 0.7958 1.EE~2 O.~817 1.0861 2. E467 -C.84S7 -0.0583 -C.45~4 -0.0315 0.2Bt3 S88.17 11.257
liJ.O 0.8275 1.78~1 0.E673 0.9881 2.4547 -0.71C8 -0.0804 -C.45S6 -0.0520 C.357S 1232.33 11.7e7
12.5 C.E602 1.fe16 C.~299 1.JOtiO 2.2326 -0.5786 -0.1210 -0.3871 -0.0809 C.4414 15~7.53 12.172
15.0 O.884t 1.~S29 G.EE46 O.~j44 1.94f2 -0.4738 -0.2136 -e.3612 -0.1628 0.5369 1842.73 12.518
20.e 0.9133 1.28C7 O.E507 0.3693 1.5598 -C.20~1 -0.2716 -C.191S -~.24~3 C.l15E 2453.13 12.929
25.0 0.5195 1.24fE (.EEel 0.8119 1.4990 0.0217 -0.3252 U.0198 -0.2964 0.8S48 3063.53 13.025
30.0 J.905U 1.3523 0.8435 0.'986 1.SE91 C.lSl€ -O.315~ (.1682 -0.3292 1.0731 3t73.93 12.827





~ANOSCHUBSPAjNU~G lAU~ = 4.564 (~/~**2)
BEZLG~ kE RTE
~EFE~ENZGESCHWINuIG~EIT UREf = 27.782 (M/S)
SChueSPANNLJNGSGESCIHI1NDIGKEIT U* = 1.197 (M/S)
f~CFI1LAENGE (UMAX) Y~AX = 30.960 (MM)
y U L' V' :ri' K' U'V' U'W· U'V' U'W' y y+ U+ 0\
(MM) UREF U* L* u* (U*)**Z (U*)**2 (U*)**2 ~'*V' U· *w' 'tMA)( \0
1.3 0.5521 2.02ES O.S!14 1.2320 3.2t89 -1.CSt5 0.0190 -0.5681 0.0409 0.0420 113.38 7.628
1.5 0.5694 2.C124 1.0598 1.22j4 3.4~72 -1.2321 0.0278 -(.5613 0.0127 0.0484 1';8.25 7.876
1.7 0.5827 2.(9C1 1.1349 1.2532 3.6135 -1.2317 0.0411 -0.5192 0.0173G.O.54Cj 223.11 8.C67
2.0 0.6047 2.14S2 1.(159 1.2693 }.6S40 -1.248t O. 1 C54 - C• 54 CC 0.0456 0.064l: 260.41 8.379
2.5 0.6342 2.1154 1.0249 1.1942 3.6045 -1.2177 0.1C51 -C.5131 0.0411 C. GE C1 322.58 o. 796
3.0 C.f604 2. 1:~2 1.CS55 1.29b1 3.7603 -1.2546 0.0802 -0.5310 0.0340 O.096S 384.14 S.1l:4
4.0 0.6S75 2.106S 1.CSZd 1.22]5 3.5725 -1.161S C.0503 -G.5072 0.0218 O.12S2 5C9.07 9.685
5.0 C.1308 2.Cg22 1.0330 1.1423 3.3746 -1.1142 C.071'; -(.5155 0.0330 0.lc15 l:33.4C 1e.14S
6.0 0.158S 2.(302 1.Ct13 1.1004 3.3(43 -1.(532 O. 0 11 5 - 0 .4888 0.0053 0.1936 757.73 10.541
8.0 C.8002 1.90S2 I.C369 1.1058 l.9117 -C.E832 -C.0~2S -C.4461 -0.0166 0.25€4 lCC6.39 11.116
10.0 0.E372 1.1S40 0.S559 1.0902 2.6494 -0.7469 -0.0718 -0.4355 -0.0419 O.32~0 12~5.C5 11.632
12.5 0.8734 l.l;~2 O.€278 0.9929 2.2353 -(.6033 -0.OS63 -0.4356 -0.0695 0.4037 1565.88 12.135
15.0 0.8979 1.~999 0.~158 1.0J10 2.0452 -0.5322 -0.1424 -C.3815 -0. 1037 O.484~ 1816.71 12.478
20.0 O.S316 1.~j1E O.E~67 o.aö42 1.5754 -0.2755 -0.2282 -C.2549 -0.2111 G.646C 24S8.36 12.S55
25.0 0.<;413 1.20t2 C.f?87 0.3124 1.4(91 -O.Ct14 -0.2S6C -C.C601 -0.2926 0.8075 3120.01 13.094
30.0 0.5365 1.2434 0.<;157 0.8123 1.5223 0.13 16 -0.3 58C C.1156 -0.3144 C.S6~C 3741.67 13.036
VERSUCH NK. 15 ( wANDKAtlAU
eAll.,.,
Fes I Tl Ul
3.03.1 9 7 t
30. GKAD
hANC~CHUBSP4NNJ'iG lAU\fi = 4.598 (~/~**.2)
EEZ LGSwERTE
REFERENZGESCHWl~uIG~EIT UREF = 27.741 (M/S)
SChUESPANNU1~G:)GESCH~INDIGKEITu* = 1.79~ (M/S)
PROFIllAENGE (U~AX) ~MAX = 34.510 (MM)
y U U' V' W' K' U'V' U'w' U'V' U'W' y Y+ U+
( MM) UJH:F u* u* LJ* (U*j.*2 (U~)**2 (U*J**2 u'*v' U'*w • "HA) ......0
I
1.3 0.5570 1.9399 1.1511 1.5184 3.6~69 -1.(841 C.0131 -(.4857 J.0061 0.0312 1 75.87 7.678
1.5 0.5715 2.(1~~ 1.1503 1.4320 3.7210 -1.1064 0.0218 -C.5020 0.0120 O.043( 2(1.09 7. 886
1.1 0.5868 2.(4~7 1.11711.4585 3.E571 -1.20t5 0.0257 -G.5000 0.0107 0.04S' 226.32 8.103
2.0 u.6081 2.C~89 1.1214 1.4246 3.8~6J -1.2385 0.03 G5 - c. 52 6 2 0.013C 0.0573 2t4.15 8.404
2.5 Q.t371 2.1313 1.(~96 1.~333 3.9031 -1.1946 0.0224 -0.5097 o. J096 0.07 It: 3~7.21 8.813
3.0 0.6628 2.1293 1.lC29 1......345 3.9C40 -1.1616 0.012C -(.4946 \J.0051 0.085S 390.27 9.175
4.0 0.7038 2.(946 1.1879 1.4254 3.9151 -1.1595 O.Ot45 -C.46t:O 0.0259 O.l14t 516.39 9.747
5.0 0.7377 2.(14C 1.1401 1.2704 3.6C15 -1.1413 0.1015 -0.4827 0.0429 0.1432 642.51 10.219
6.0 0.7627 2.(021 1.1t78 1.2194 3.5303 -1.(382 0.OC74 -(.444C o. 0032 0.1 7 19 168.62 10.5(;;7
8.0 C.8068 1.E84( 1.C790 1.2153 3.17C2 -0.8417 0.oe75 -(.414C 0.0037 0.22S~ 1C20.~6 11.180
10.0 O.E452 1.181C 1.(419 1.2311 2.9C02 -C.6942 -0.0263 -0.3720 -0.0141 0.28t5 1213.09 11.713
12.5 0.8792 1.67410.9116 1.1136 2.4~69 -C.fC~l -C.C272 -C.396S -0.0178 0.3SE1 lse8.3~ 12.186
15.C C.S085 1.5167 O.S145 1.1115 2.L800 -0.4761 -0.1005 -0.3437 -0.0725 0.42S1 lS(3.68 12.~~4
20.0 Ü.94d4 1.21~2 G.EE93 O.9dSJ 1.6~26 -0.3142 -0.118S -0.2773 -0.1578 O.572S 2534.21 13.152
25.0 0.9672 1.1468 O.E400 0.8708 l.3S46 -(.1307 -0.2456 -(.1347 -0.2531 G.7161 31f4.86 13.421
30.0 u.9724 1.118S C.cl0l 0.8006 1.3147 (.0202 -0.3088 (.GLu1 -0.3172 0.85S4 31S5.45 13.5Cl
35.0 0.<7625 1.1814 O.~(26 ü.J258 1.4461 o • 14 C1_ - G. 3 54 5 (.1314 -0.3324 1.0026 4426.04 13.374





~dlI\DSCHUßSPANNU~G lAUW = 4.629 (J\/~.*2)
BEZlJ(;~WER.TE
REFE~ENIGESCH~l~DIGKEIT UR EF = 27.73 C ( MI S)
SCHUBSPANNU~G5GESCHhINDIGKEITL* = 1.790 (~/S)
FFOFILLAENGE (UMAX) YMßX = 40.000 (MM)
y U u· ~. \<l' K' U • ". u· w· U'V' u·w • y '1+ u+ "~(MM) UREF l* L* u* (u*)**2 (U*1**2 (U*)**2 U'*v' U'*w' YMAX
1.3 0.55<;1 1.~€C3 1.1f73 1.4335 3.0697 -1.1748 0.0812 -0.5082 0.0351 0.0325 177.78 7.688
1.5 0.5725 2.(578 1.1276 I.J887 3.7113 -1.221~ C.ICll -C.52'il 0.0436 0.0375 203.27 7.880
1.7 0.5882 2.1CS4 1.lC3~ 1.3318 3.7203 -1.2848 0.0137 -0.5520 0.0317 0.04~~ 228.17 8. 103
2 • CO. 60 8 2 2. H ~ ~ 1. ( E76 1. J j 91 J. C~ 52 -1. 2 801 0.lC65 -0.5440 0.0453 0.0500 261.02 S.3€S
2.5 0.6347 2.1846 0.se33 1.J528 3.1E48 -1.201S C.13CC -(,.5595 0.0605 O.C62~ 330.76 8.758
3.0 C.co2C 2.1S1E a.~S61 1.3~J4 3.3(98 -1.2341 0.1113 -0.5640 0.IJ5080.C15C ~S4.50 S.14C
4.0 0.7027 ~.17~3 1.e675 1.2325 3.7~39 -1.23t€ 0.105<; -(.5331 0.0457 0.1000 521.98 9.108
5.0 0.7354 2.13E6 1.(657 1.2814 3.6751 -1.2249 C.l1<;~ -C.5314 0.0523 C.12~( t.49.47 10.162
b.O 0.7618 2.(<;:1 1.(419 1.1458 3.3S52 -1.1050 0.0502 -C .5064 0.0230 0.1S00 176.95 10.528
8.0 0.8076 1.~831 O.S~20 1.13d9 J.ICtd -C.9111 C.023C -C.4635 0.0117 0.20ce 1031.92 11.162
10.0 0.E451 1.E926 0.8851 1.0825 2.7686 -0.7882 0.0114 -(.'i1C5 0.OC68 C.25ec I~E6.89 11.682
12.5 C.Sß19 1.1~11 C.E413 1.J479 2.4l42 -0.6944 -0.0224 -0.4671 -O.OlSl 0.31~5 ItCS.60 12.192
15.0 0.9126 1.fl~2 O.~C34 1.0266 2.23S4 -C.56f2 -0.0323 -G.3881 -0.0221 C.375C 1924.31 12.619
20.0 O.S587 1.3635 C.E380 0.9606 1.7421 -0.4021 -0.0724 -0.3525 -0.0634 0.50CC 2~fl.73 L3.2t2
25.0 0.<;872 1.1~43 O.E174 0.3645 1.3739 -0.23<;4 -0.1439 -C.2537 -0.1525 0.625C 3199.15 13.665
30.0 0.9997 1.(628 0.1186 0.7966 1.1ES2 -0.0135 -0.2C39 -C.0888 -0.2464 t.75C( 3E36.57 13.846
35.0 0.9992 1.(~2<; C.lE8S 0.7600 1.1587 0.0220 -0.2439 0.0265 -0.2937 0.81~C 4413.99 13.8S0
40.0 0.9929 1.(7ff C.lsa3 U.l~50 1.2C63 0.C<;2C -0.2113 (.107G -0.3226 1.000e 5111.41 13.772





nANCSCHUßSPAtmU'JG TAUW = 4.035 (1\/""'*2)
EfZLE5wERTE
RfFERENlGESCHWINDIGKEIT LREf = 27.736 (M/S)
SCHl85PANNUN;SGESCHhI~DIG~EIlU* = 1.781 (",$)
Ff'OF ILlAENG El UMAX) YMAX = 41.4CC (MM)
y l. l.' \/. W· K' U'V' U'W • U·V· U'W • Y 't+ U+ -...JN(MI'O lJREF u* u* U* (U*)**2 (U*)**2 (U*)**2 U'*V' U'*W' YMAX
1.3 0.5627 I.Ete3 1.3~44 1.4931 3.1620 -1.1304 0.0055 -C.4487 0.0022 0 .0314 180 .81 7.148
1.5 O.~752 1.~CS2 1.3864 1.4618 3.8~21 -1.20ee C.C85C -(.4533 0.0321 0.0362 206.74 7.929
1.7 C.58S5 I.S839 1.3746 1.374~ 3.8573 -1.311~ C.050t -(.4833 0.0185 0.0411 ~~2.61 6. 131
2.0 0.6091 2.C213 1.3415 1.3461 J.E4E1 -1.3932 0.1.1467 -0.5138 0.0112 0 .04E~ 271.56 E.416
2.5 0.6405 2.C814 1.2121 1.2972 3.8167 -1.3314 C.0297 -(.5e28 0.0112 0.06(4 336.39 8.849
3.C u.co2C 2.C33C 1.3012 1.41gB 3.9196 -1.2638 0.1451 -C.4118 0.0548 0.O7~~ 4(1.22 s. 151
4.0 u.7004 2.0030 1.~l41 1.3ö93 3.8740 -1.2834 0.1026 -C.46S1 0.0376 0.09(;6 5~O.88 9.687
5.0 0.7340 2.(02t 1.3549 1.2706 3.7303 -1.3346 0.0410 -C.4919 0.0151 0.12C8 ttO.53 lC.155
6.C 0.1593 1.~172 1.3794 1.3049 3.7207 -1.1225 0.1187 -0.4245 0.0449 O.lLt~<; 7S0.1~ 10.505
8.0 0.8052 1.E7CS 1.~~11 1.2021 3.21S0 -1.C423 C.ltC.3 -(.456C 0.0701 0.1932 10Lt9.50 11.142
10.0 O.€424 1.1t43 1.1763 1.1959 2.9634 -C.91S8 0.1C95 -C.lt427 0.0527 (.2415 13(8.81 11.658
12.5 iJ.t7~5 l.i4E1 1.1C94 1.1113 2.5SG9 -0.8352 c. (. 895 -0.4568 0.0490 0.3019 If~2.q5 12.172
15.0 0.9109 1.5398 1.(500 I.J642 2.3C30 -C.t83S C.CS3S -C.423C C.0581 C.3623 1957.09 12.610
2u.0 C.S6l4 1.2<;25 C.9218 0.9685 1.7291 -0.49(7 0.0465 -0.4118 0.0391 0.48~1 2Ee5.37 1~.315
25.0 O.S9b2 1.07S6 C.E781 0.J~j3 1.3255 -O.3CS8 -0.0102 -0.3268 -0.0108 0.603<; 32~3.65 13.80t
30.0 1.0147 O.Slf2 0.8C60 0.7483 1.0245 -C.16t5 -C.0381 -(.2255 -0.0515 C.724t 3SC1.93 14.C72
35.0 1.0228 C.8487 O.1~04 G.69b5 0.8842 -0.C725 -0.0888 -0.1138 -0.1394 0.B4~4 45~C.21 14.194
40.0 l.u218 C.E3<;] 0.1~3J O.o7U2 0.E3S7 O.ClE7 -0.1078 0.0309 -0.1774 0.9662 5198.49 14.191





~ANCSCHUBSPANNUNG 1AUW = 4.813 (N/M**2)
EEZU(SWERTE
REFEJHNlGES CHW I'~ 01 GKE 11 UREF = 21.13t. (M/S)
SCHUBSPI\NNUNGSGESCHMINDIGJ<EI·l lJ'* = 1.189 (M/S)
F~OFllLAENGE (UMAX) YMAX = 31. 10 C ( HM)
y U l' V' W· K' U·V • U·W' U'V' U·W' y '+ U+
(MH) UREF U* L* 1ft (U*J**2 (U.)**2 (U*)**2 U·.V· U·.W' YMAX ......w
I
1.3 0.5527 1.f471 1.3019 1.4950 3.6109 -1.06~4 -0.0534 -0.4434 -0.0222 O.O3~( li2.31 7.459
1.5 0.5683 1.~246 1.~148 1.3760 3.6t.31 -1.19~2 -0.C16C -(.4723 -0.0063 0.0404 208.46 1.671
1.1 0.S82S 1.~56S 1.3137 1.4538 3.9149 -1.2248 -0.OC44 -(.4556 -0.0016 D.045i 234.60 1.880
2.0 G.603C 2.(511 1.2(89 1.2918 3.6686 -1.2825 -0.0070 -0.5172 -0.0028 0.0539 213.82 8.158
2.5 0.b325 2.0713 1.1493 1.4151 3.8202 -1.16ES -C.CI91 -(.48S6 -0.0080 0.0674 339.19 8.565
.3.0 C.t,57C 2.(918 1.2012 1.2840 3.7335 -1.2893 O.C€lC -C.5131 0.03460.0eC~ 4C4.56 8. S02
4.0 0.6984 2.C43C 1.3171 1.3a15 3.9~77 -1.3081 0.0460 -0.4649 0.0164 0.101!: 5~5.30 S.469
5.0 0.7287 2.0180 1.~129 1.2745 3.11Cl -1.23f5 C.l1CS -C.4615 0.0419 C.134e t66.03 <:l.881
6.0 0.1546 1.S9~2 1.2741 1.2593 3.5937 -1.1545 0.1232 -0.4542 0.0485 0.1011 IC:6.11 lC.234
8.0 0.1989 1.E6S5 1.~259 1.2546 3.2E60 -0.S114 0.0744 -0.4265 0.0325 0.2156 1058.24 10.835
10.0 0.8363 l.e2~1 1.C149 1.13dl l.3811 -0.8829 0.1~1~ -(.4505 0.0649 O.26S5 1319.71 11.344
12.5 J.E747 1.6SE3 1.(485 1.1~22 2.6441 -0.7314 0.0867 -0.4141 0.0481 0.33tS 1646.54 11.861
15.0 0.9066 1.~e20 1.(103 1.05jO 2.3186 -0.12Cg 0.1122 -(.4258 0.0663 0.4043 1913.38 12.302
20.0 C.9631 1.36(5 0.9(04 0.9796 1.81u6 -0.5128 0.0198 -C.4186 0.0651 O.53~1 2t21.06 13.083
2~.C 1.0012 1.11E4 0.f684 O.3~36 1.3583 -C.3339 0.0454 -0.3438 0.0468 0.6739 3280.13 13.600
30.0 1.0241 C.S2C7 0.1456 0.1596 J.9S03 -O.llte 0.C211 -(.2563 0.0403 ~.8066 3934.41 13.<:l21
35.0 1.C355 C.EC31 0.6849 0.6~16 0.7629 -0.0660 0.0 G8B -C .1201 0.0160 C.94~4 45E8.C9 14.086
40.0 1.0334 0.,146 O.E441 0.~2b4 0.1C37 0.C281 0.OC58 0.0576 0.01161.0182 5241.76 14.0t,7





~ANCSChUBSPA~NUNG TAUW = 4.725 (N/M**21
EEZU fSWEKT E
REFERENZGESCrlWl~DIGKEIT UR EF = 27. 142 ( MI S)
SCHUBSPANNUNGSGESCH~INDIGKEIT U* = 1.792 (M/SJ
PFOFIlLAENGE (U~AXJ 'tMAX = 35.40C H1M)
y U U· V· W· K' U'V· U'W' U·V' U'W' 't )+ u+ -..J
ol::-
(1'4101) UREF U* L* U* (U*)**2 (U*J**2 (U*J**2 U'*V' U'*W· YMAX
1.3 O.~531 1.S81S 1.1S32 1.2551 3.4644 -1.1630 0.2391 -0.4918 0.10110.03ti 118.11 7.522
1.5 0.5661 I.S<;S9 1.~~92 1.25BO 3.5509 -1.2523 0.2645 -0.5056 0.1068 0.0424 2C4.34 1.101
1.1 0.5836 2.(5tl 1.2786 1.2355 3.6S44 -1.34t5 0.2561 -0.5122 0.C916 0.04fC 229.91 1.951
2.0 0.6023 2.(71S 1.~E83 1.2681 3.9267 -1.4216 0.2292 -0.4928 0.0795 O.05t~ 268.42 8.213
2.5 0.6306 ~.lle3 1.3~40 1.2516 3.9300 -1.40(S 0.2531 -G.4920 0.08910.01C6 332.49 8.601
3.C C.c547 2.10S5 1.3306 1.2925 3.~455 -1.39~2 C.239t -(.49(;7 0.0854 C.C€41 3<;6.51 8.942
4.0 C.C922 2.(SII 1.:H3'~ 1.1905 3.1450 -1.4020 0.2046 -0.5142 0.0150 0.1130 524.72 9.459
5.0 0.7251 2.C419 1.4~44 1.222] J.8E94 -1.4611 C.251; -(.494C 0.0846 G.1412- 652.88 9.920
6.ü 0.1495 2.(110 1.3837 1.1317 3.6770 -1.31C6 0.1491 -C.4110 0.0538 0.1t:9~ 1f1.C3 lG.24(:
8.0 O.193C 1.S432 1.~117 1.1557 3.4161 -1.1335 O.123G -0.4447 0.0482 0.2260 1037.34 lC.850
10.0 0.8295 1.E403 1.2715 1.1589 J.1732 -C.~a4t: C.1165 -(.42C8 0.0154 C.2825 1293.64 11.342
12.5 C.E69" 1.1~91 1.1575 0.9748 2.6S22 -0.9097 0.1112 -0.4468 0.0546 0.35~1 It14.03 ll.SEl
15.0 0.9u37 l.f312 1.1~31 1. )649 2. 5~G 7 - C.78 C6 0.1104 -0.4181 0.0592 0.4237 1934.41 12.360
20.0 0.9599 1.4311 1.CI09 0.9264 1.9650 -0.58Cl ü.1lCS -(.40GS 0.0166 C.565( 2515.18 13.134
25.0 0.9994 1.1928 C.~IÜ5 0.8041 1.4492 -0.3941 0.1134 -0.3629 0.1044 C.7062 3~15.94 13.682
30.0 1.0223 C.S9C9 C.i516 0.6096 J.S~76 -C.1124 C.1C2c; -C.2314 0.1382 0.847~ 3856.11 14.006
35.0 1.(298 C.f489 0.1310 0.6371 Ü.d308 -0.0556 C.OE5S -(.CaS5 0.1385 C.SSEI 4~S1.48 14.118
4D.O 1.0201 C.8431 a.t~47 O.ol~8 0.7863 0.C578 0.0762 0.0986 0.1302 1.12S9 5138.24 14.003





k~NCSChUBSP/\NNUNG TAUW = 4.561 (N/M**~}
BEIU(SwERTE
REFERENZGESCrlWI~uIGKEIT ~REF = 21.72~ (M/S)
SCHLBSPANNJNGSGESCHklNOIG~EITU* = 1.790 (M/S)
F~CF]lLAENGE (U~AXJ )MAX = ;2.SC( (MM)
y U U' V' W' K' U·V • U' W' L'V' U'W' y 'r+ U+ -...J111
( MM) IJREF l* l* u* (u*» **2 (U*)**2 (U*)~*2 U'~V' U'*W 1 )MA)
1.3 C.550S 1.S922 1.1464 1.2556 3.4299 -1.0~68 C.2~O( -(.4802 0.1095 0 .03S~ 115.98 7.628
1.5 O.5b55 2.C201 1.~786 1.3090 3.1158 -1.1918 0.1518 -0.4613 0.0588 0.0456 201.22 1.839
1.7 0.5199 2.(8~2 1.2373 1.1198 J.5t23 -1.34(E C.2434 -C.52C2 0.09440.0517 226.46 8.045
2.0 O.5~84 2.1C58 1.2~80 1.2773 3.82~1 -1.2561 0.2308 -0.4742 0.0811 C.ü6CE 2t4.32 8.308
2.5 0.6271 2.1510 1.~4C9 1.1840 3.1E43 -1.3122 0.2651 -(.5141 0.0993 0.07te 327.41 8.715
3.0 0.6526 2.1520 1.2385 1.3535 3.9~83 -1.25t3 0.3101 -(.4714 0.1163 C.C<112 3S0.51 ~.O74
4.0 ü.bdS7 ~.12CS 1.~152 1.3151 3.S788 -1.2688 0.2174 -(.4548 0.0179 C.121e 516.11 9.595
5.0 0.1193 2.(768 1.3f15 1.3233 3.9f~5 -1.24E4 C.274<; -C.4415 0.0972 0.152(, 642.90 10.010
b.O 0.1475 2.(459 1.3186 1.33~2 3.8522 -1.1520 C.3248 -(.4210 C.1204 C.U!2~ 7t.9.10 lC.4C3
8.0 0.7899 1.S~30 1.2749 1.2039 3.4~91 -1.047S 0.2653 -0.4230 0.1071 O.243~ 1C21.4g 10.SSc
10.0 0.8253 1.E6l5 1.2320 1.2409 3.2t89 -C.S512 O.2~6t -(.4148 0.1162 0.3J40 1213.88 11.488
12.5 C.f643 1.7181 I.C159 1.11J2 2.3538 -0.1621 0.275S -0.3983 0.1442 O.37SS 15ES.31 12.033
15.0 C.E971 l.t6E5 I.Cc6ß 1.1288 2.5S8G -C.1041 0.2S07 -0.3956 0.1633 O.455S 1904.86 12.492
20.0 u.S534 1.4639 0.SE21 1.JJo8 2.vtC6 -C.5614 C.3C4E -C.3905 0.212C C.6e/S 2~35.a4 13.282
25.0 0.5934 1.20C2 O.~C98 J.9265 1.5633 -0.3406 0.3064 -0.3119 0.2806 O.75SC; 31tt.62 13.847
3u.O 1.0148 1.eGel 0.lt25 O.79u7 1.1e81 -C.17e1 0.2488 -0.2230 0.3263 0.9119 37<;7.80 14.155
35.0 1.0129 C.S152 J.6S36 0.0805 0.8909 -0.01<;7 0.2052 -(.0310 0.3233 1.0638 4428.71 14.131
\;ERSLCH NR. Ij (WANDKANAL)
CATlM
Fes 1 T ION
j. 03. 19 76
60. GRAD
kANCSCHUöSPANNU\jG TAU~ = 4.4i2 ("/~**2)
EEIl (; ~~E RTt:
REFERENIGESC~WINOIG~EIT U~EF = 27.124 (M/S)
SChueSPA~NUN~SGES'HWINDIGKElll* = 1.78t (~/S)
FROFILLAENGE (UMAX) Y~AX = 30.300 (~M)
y u U' 'v ' w' K' U'V' U'w' U' V· U'W' y y+ u+ -...J0-.
041'0 UREF L* U~ J* (U*)**2 (U~j**2 (U*)**2 U'*V' L'*h' ""~A )(
1.3 0.5471 2.(451 0.~t54 1.4226 3.5lSl -C.~61C 0.2C98 -0.4868 0.1062 0.0429 111.43 1.666
1.5 C.5618 2.(817 I.C409 1.4786 3.8017 -0.S733 0.2237 -(.4492 0.1032 0.04<;;5 2(2.88 7. 881
1.1 0.51'" 1 t.12~2 1.C~47 1.375b 3.7398 -1.1370 C.2e07 -0.5170 o .0 91 2 O.() 5 6 1 2~8.32 8. C59
2.0 0.5948 2.1SC4 1.0190 1.3132 3.7€C3 -1.22SC C.1312 -(.55C6 J.0588 C.06oe 266.49 8.357
2.5 0.6253 2.2438 0.S457 1.3119 3.8250 -1.2451 C.1181 -0.5867 0.0557 0.O8~5 330.11 8.793
3.0 0.6475 2.1~31 1.C€6J 1.4190 4.)(16 -1.23C1 0.OS54 -(.5166 0.0401 0.(;9<;0 3S3.73 S.l11
4.J.O.6863 2.2016 I.C606 1.3823 3.9415 -1.162~ C.124! -(.498C \.J. 0534C.13~C 520.96 9.662
~.O C.i161 ~.1~72 1.1466 1.J1J3 3.8426 -1.1940 0.1265 -(.4827 v.OSll O.leSC t48.2J 1C.CS2
b.O 0.1401 2.11~9 1.1716 1.2965 3.7t53 -1.13i2 0.1691 -0.4583 0.0682 0.198C 775.43 10.423
8.C 0.1834 1.(127 1.CS93 1.2439 3.4C33 -O.S611 C.CS4C -C.4371 0.0425 C.264( 1(29.90 11.035
1u.0 0.8183 1.S20 1.C47d 1.1718 3.C801 -0.8667 0.1908 -(;.4.307 0.0948 C.33DO 1284.37 11.527
12.5 O.E582 l.f312 0.~47a 1.1540 2.8C25 -C.14t( C.2501 -C.42E4 0.1437 0.4125 16C2.46 12.091
L5.0 u.6d97 1••338 0.9C26 1.1438 2.5f45 -0.63t4 O.1€72 -C.4G66 0.1196 C.4S5( lS~C.54 12.536
20.0 O.S44t 1.~C25 C.ES69 1.J435 2.~754 -0.466C 0.2414 -0.3458 0.1192 0.6601 2556.72 13.316
25.0 0.9838 1.2603 0.7S85 u.~d7U 1.5et3 -(.26S1 C.2t25 -(.2614 0.2609 0.8251 31S2.89 13.877
3L.C I.CJ01 1.(521 0.6794 O.77~8 I.J844 -0.C676 0.2282 -0.0940 0.3193 0.9SC1 3c~S.C7 14.116
35.0 C.Sd73 C.~C;S7 0.6648 0.7616 1.J153 0.C8t( 0.2221 C.1295 0.3341 1.1551 44t5.24 13.S45
IJERSlCH Nk. 15 (WA"DKAN~Lj
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65. GRAD
"'AND5CHUBSP/\,mu:'~G TAUW = 4.332 (J\/M**.2)
eEZU <:5wEKTE
REFE~ENlGESCHWl~UIGKtIT UREF = 27.734 (M/S)
SCHlBSPANthJNGSGESCH~INOIGI<EITU* = 1.788 (M/SI
FFCFIlLAENGE (U~AX) YMAX = .28.2CC (MMj
U LI \;1 WI KI U IV I U 'W I U'VI U'W' y '1'+ U+ ...JY ...J
(MM. UREF L* l* LJ* (U*.**2 (U*)**2 (U*)**2 U'*VI U'*W' 'VMAX
1.3 O.542S 2.C2~C C.SS67 1.3430 3.4507 -1.0245 0.2151 -0.5074 0.1065 0.C4l1 114.11 7.726
1.5 0.5614 2.C800 1.1208 1.~]53 3.8213 -1.14EO C.l(?C - (.4924 0.0459 0.0532 lS9.08 7.998
1.7 0.5140 2.1625 1.0C67 1.l394 J.6129 -1.2274 C.1421 -C.563E Q.Ct53 C.O~(3 2.24.C5 8. 184
l.e 0.5931 2.1e3~ 1.(139 1.2673 3.7C08 -1.1884 0.1697 -0.5368 0.0766 0.070CJ 2e 1.50 8.4e;
Z.~ 0.6232 2.2417 0.S357 1.2846 3.1756 -1.253t C.2312-(.5CJ16 0.1131 0.0881 323.93 8.902
3.C C.t442 2.2527 O.S523 1.1884 3.6969 -1.25~4 0.1203 -C.5852 0.0561 C. 10 f4 ~Et:.3t S.2C7
4.0 O.t81G 2.202E 1.(229 1.2457 3.7252 -1.25SC C.1 504 - C • S5 8 8 0.0667 0.1416 511.21 9.737
5.0 J.7115 2.1172 1.2771 1.3289 3.9397 -1.2t~7 C.14t~ -C.4681 O.C542 (.1713 t36.C6 10.177
6.C 0.1381 2. lC~2 1.C129 1.2720 3.bC~7 -1.1349 0.1192 -0.5015 0.0527 O.21~E ltG.Sl lC.558
8.0 0.1811 2.C2~3 1.(~SO 1.2521 3.3747 -C.S432 0.1479 -(.4482 0.0703 0.2837 1010.62 11.176
10.e 0.8143 1.S335 1.{73b 1.1253 3.0787 -0.9138 0.1932 -(.44C2 0.0931 G.354t 12tO.32 11.651
12.5 C.E521 1.f3S4 O.~184 1.J763 2.6927 -0.7669 0.2196 -0.4540 0.1300 0.4433 1572.45 12.1<;3
1~.0 O.8d38 I.14fl 0.E~53 1.0178 2.4C82 -C.tSE3 G. 2 2g <; - (.44 C8 0.1540 0.5319 1884.58 12.650
20.C C.S34C 1.~lC4 0.8204 v.9505 1.9347 -C.~334 0.2861 -(.34SE 0.2309 €.7C~~ 2~ca.e5 13.314
25.J C.~714 1.~370 0.lf36 J.3921 1.4550 -0.2514 0.3C06 -0.2661 0.3183 0.886~ 3133.11 13.918
30.0 O.CJ178 1.(570 0.6892 0.1950 1.1122 -0.(313 C.2t42 -(.0429 0.3626 1.0638 3757.37 14.018
35.0 0.S519 1.(638 0.t491 0.8025 1.OS85 0.1485 0.2682 0.2151 0.3885 1.2411 43E1.63 13.656





kANC5ChUBSPANNU~G TAUW = 3.S87 (N/~**2J
BEZU GSlllER TE
REFERENZGESC1~I~OIGKEIT UREF = 27.12 a (M/S)
SChueSPANNUNl.ISl.IESCHWINDIGKEIT u* = 1.782 (M/S)
PROFIlLAENGE (U~AX) ~MAX = 26.700 (~~)
y U L'
"'
w· K' U 'V' U'W' L' \J' U' W' Y 't'+ U+ '"0)
"'..,.0 UREf l* L* u* (U*J**2 (UlO)**~ (U*)**2 U'.V' U'*w' ~MA)
1.3 0.5507 2.(8~3 0.9141 1.11J6 J.2E59 -1.114S C.l 151 - c. 5834 O. 091 9 (). 04 87 171 .39 8.196
1.5 0.5681 ~.11S5 1.(106 1.212u 3.4S12 -1.1401 0.1256 -0.5323 0.0586 0.05t~ 1~5.S7 8.463
1.7 0.5188 2.142E 1.(165 1.2326 3.511S -1.11E3 0.1691 -C.5401 0.0771 0.0631 220.55 8.630
2.0 0.5974 2.18t7 O.S465 1.1313 3.5366 -1.2601 0.217E -(.6088 0.1052 C.C74S 257.42 8.914
2.5 0.6234 2.2329 0.E4bl O.~914 3.3424 -1.2687 0.1896 -0.6715 0.1004 0.0936 318.87 9.3(9
3.0 0.6453 ~.1911 0.~t76 1.1324 J.~~42 -1.2325 (.lStl -C.57S6 0.0922 0.1124 380.32 9.642
4.0 0.td14 2.18S4 I.C115 1.0262 3.4345 -1.28tl 0.lt03 -(.58C7 0.0124 C.14SE 5C3.22 10. 186
5.C D.712C 2.14SS 1.(E93 1.1352 3.5116 -1.24(8 O.OSI1 -0.5298 0.03139 0.1873 6~6.12 10.646
6.0 0.7354 2.1113 1.0475 0.9624 3.2~32 -1.184C C.IC4S-C.533S 0.0473 0.2247 149.G2 10.997
8.0 0.7184 2.(02e 1.0487 1.1143 3.1760 -0.9961 0.1705 -0.4743 0.D812 0.2Sc;E Sc;4. 83 11. 642
10.0 0.8107 l.c;02~ 0.c;~55 1.0614 2.8291 -0.83C5 0.1365 -C.4569 0.0751 0.3745 1240.63 12.125
12.5 0.8446 1.1145 O.eg14 1.J740 2.5~38 -C.7258 0.1450 -(.4558 0.0911 C.46E2 1547.88 12.634
15.( 0.8190 1.7110 0.E~22 0.9539 2.2819 -0.63t3 0.2073 -C.4364 0.1421 0.561€ lE~5.13 13.152
20.0 O.~244 1.~~35 O.cC;85 O.~112 1.62S4 -C.42S1 0.256S -(.4226 0.2530 .0.7491 24t9.64 13.839
25.C 0.9S54 1.2023 0.6160 ~.lba3 1.24e3 -0.2125 0.2131 -0.2615 0.3360 C.S363 3(E4.15 14.312
30.0 O.c;S2€ 1.(121 C.~~Sl 0.6631 O.9~49 -0.0072 0.2362 -0.0121 0.3936 1.12~6 36S8.65 14.281





,"~N[SCI1UJ)SPAIFll.mG TAUW = 3.878 (N/M**~)
EEZU(SWERTE
REFERENZGESCrldINDIGKEIT LREF = 27.734 (M/S)
SCHLe5PANNJNGSG[SCH~INCIGKEITU* = 1.783 (M/S)
F~OFllLAENGE (U~AX) ~MAX = 25.5C( (~M)
y Li u· V I \'V' K' U'V' U' W• U·V· U'W' V 't+ U+
-..J
ID
(MMl LREF L* u* J* (U*)**2 (U*)**2 (U*)**2 U'~V' U' *w' YMA)C
1.3 0.5494 2.(SS7 C.S521 1.20b1 3.3018 -1.1968 0.2442 -C.6103 0.12450.051C It8.76 8.2<JC
1.5 0.563C 2.l01E I.C694 1.1723 3.4i72 -1.2735 0.1930 -0.5666 0.08590.05EE 192.96 8.503
1.7 0.5766 2.14i5 I.C707 1.1770 3.5tS7 -1.39C3 C.2EeE -C.t04S 0.1222 C.0667 217.16 8.716
2.0 ~.5974 2.1S56 1.(<;49 1.1597 3.b822 -1.3976 0.2095 -0.5814 0.0872 C.07E-4 2.~3.Lt7 9.C37
2.5 0.624-4 2.2150 O.~199 1.1l8Z 3.5t96 -1.392S 0.2361 -0.6418 0.1091 O.09€C 313.97 9.453
3.0 0.6455 2.21€Z 1.0363 1.0045 3.5639 -1.37-4C 0.2072 -C.5977 0.0901 C.l11t 314.48 <J.718
4.J C.6dC4 2.111E 1.(124 I.JbJ4 3.5167 -1.3531 0.1793 -0.5794 0.0768 C.156e; -495.50 10. 3 13
5.0 0.7086 2.138t 1.1507 1.0651 J.~22<; -1.3311 C.l~3~ -C.5381 0.06Z0 O.I9tl 616.51 10.741
b.O C./j28 2.10C( 1.0588 1.Ü~04 3.3278 -1.14S8 0.CS8Lt -{.5111 0.04-43 C.23~3 737.5211.11G
8.C 0.1138 1.~ELt5 1.(t21 1.Jd16 3.1181 -1.0530 C.1505 -0.4996 0.0714 0.3131 S19.55 11.733
10.0 0.8071 1.88-43 O.S647 0.9703 2.7113 -C.S3~S 0.2e4E -(.5132 0.1121 0.3922 1221.58 12.239
12.~ ~.E413 1.1887 0.8421 1.0)10 2.4558 -C.69Sg 0.1558 -0.4643 0.1033 C.4g(~ 1~~.4. 12 12. ISS
15.0 C.E7ce 1.E~24 0.E1S3 O.~d51 2.237J -(.6388 0.2G15 -C.43<16 0.1387 0.5882 18~c.66 13.2G<J
20.0 ~.9179 1.4299 0.6831 0.7559 1.~Lt13 -(.4C45 C.Z71lt -(.fe14! 0.2178 C.784~ 24~1.73 13.S31
25.0 0.S3S5 1.1537 0.t510 O.771~ 1.1750 -0.1586 0.2867 -0.2111 0.3817 C.98CLt 3C~6.S1 14.2E8
30.0 0.923C l.eeiO O.~t13 u.1J77 O.S7c2 C.047 e 0.2300 C.0.,99 0.3844 1.17E5 3641.88 14.021
"ERSUCH NR. 1::> (;0 T\CKAN ~l)
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au. GRAD
kAND~CHUBSPA~NUNG TAU~J = 3.817 (I\/M'**~J
EEZUG5~ERTE
REFE~ENlGESCHWINJIGKEIT UREF = 27.74C IM/5J
SCHU8SPArmU;G:iGESCHhINDIGJ<EIT u* = 1.784 (M/S)
F~OFIlLAENGE (U~AXJ YMAX = 24.tCC (HM)
(X)
y L L' V' w· K' U 'V· U'w' U'V' U'W' y '1+ U+ 0
(MMJ LREF u* L* Jt< (u*J**2 (U~)**2 (U*)**2 U'*V' U'*W' 'tMAX
1.3 0.~47S 2.(6t3 I.Ct32 1.2990 3.5444 -1.1114 0.0288 -C.5087 0.01310.052f It6.51 8.327
1.5 0.5608 2.115t 1.1368 1.1j43 3.5502 -1.2~5f c. C51 S . - c. 5221 o. 0216 0.061 C 190.39 8.531
1.7 0.5731 2.18ec 1.0446 1.1985 3.6400 -1.2516 O.0~75 -C.54<:'6 0.0121 C.C.6~1 214.27 8.725
2.0 0.5Y14 2.1910 1.1574 1.1320 3.768ö -1.3434 -0.0422 -0.5298 -0.ü166 0.0813 2 ~O • 1(; 9.012
2.5 0.6185 2.2466 0.~890 1.1771 3.7C55 -1.2CS2 -C.C51~ -(.5442 -0.0231 0.1016 3C9.80 9.433
3.C C.e41C 2.2545 0.9151 1.1~76 3.6188 -1.2216 0.0246 -C.5921 0.0119 t:.12~C ~fS.50 s. 7 € 1
4.0 O.t763 2.1S~1 1.1e58 1.07db 3.6C68 -1.2758 0.0111 -0.5251 0.0046 0.16~c 4E8.S1 10.325
5.C 0.7032 2.17~9 1.(726 0.9952 3.4235 -1.2336 c.eI8t -{.52SC o. 0080 0.2ü~~ te8.31 10.739
6.0 0.7291 2.122~ I.CESZ 1.ü334 3.4325 -1.1603 0.0120 -0.5019 0.0052 0.24::S /4:7.72 11.1~4
8.0 0.7680 2.CC12 1.0108 1.u01J J.ü2t2 -O.SE16 0.0903 -0.4868 0.0445 0.3252 966.5311.730
10.0 Ll.8019 1.8891 0.SS30 1.0309 2.8150 -C.ö3t5 C.OE71 -(.445S 0.0464 C.4Dt~ 12C5.34 12.25U
12.50.EJ5C 1.1E22 C.~~ol 0.~4~L 2.4814 -(.7186 0.0703 -C.4262 0.0417 O.5CEI 1503.85 12.i~8
15.0 0.8660 1.t~33 O.~~85 0.9379 2.25t3 -C.e2S( C.15C4 -(.40(5 0.0959 D.60sa 18e2.37 13.233
20.0 C.S053 1.416C 0.6940 0.7408 1.5178 -0.3930 0.2143 -C.3SSS 0.2181 C.812( 23~9.4C 13.841
25.0 0.9224 1.1214 O.c79J 0.7555 1.1446 -O.122S 0.2115 -0.1014 0.2857 1.0163 2S~6.43 14.110
30.0 0.8959 1.(741 0.5S24 0.7653 1.04~2 0.IC4E (.2(SI (.1647 0.3285 1.2195 35S3.45 13.114





kAND~CHJBSPAi'WUNG lAUk c:: 3.6<;5 (r-/,.,**2)
8EZl.G~hERTE
~EFf~fNIGESCrl~INUIG~EIT U~EF = 21.742 tM/5)
SCHUBSPANNLJNGSGESCHMlINDIGKEIl U* = 1.78~ (ftI/S)
Ff OF I llAE NG t (Ui'1 AX) Y~AX = 24.00e (MM J
y U L' V' w· K' u·v· U'w' U'v' U'W' y y+ U+ <Xl~
UHU UREF u* Li" J* (J*)**2 (U*1**2 (U*J**2 U'*V' U· *w' H1A)
1.3 0.5447 2.(821 1.1104 i.lö18 3.4~SO -1.29f4 o .1 372 - C• 56 C1 0.0593 0.0542 It3.52 8.411
1.5 0.5605 2.1416 1.1492 1.1602 3.6394 -1.3S13 0.Ot8S -(.5662 0.0279 0.0625 lE6.S0 8.664
1.1 0.5127 2.1E12 1.1131 1.1437 3.7215 -1.4436 0.0874 -0.5639 0.0341C.07CE 210.43 8.Bt(
2.0 0.5916 2.211S 1.1402 1.2545 J.S~f5 -1.3S28 -0.042t -(.55e7 -0.0169 0.0833 245.61 9.15<1
2.5 0.6158 2.2193 1.0151 1.1147 3.7347 -1.3802 O.O~21 -(.5962 0.0141 (,.1042 3(4.24 9.543
3.0 O.t381 2.2f~2 C.~S29 1.0332 3.5S79 -1.4266 0.1425 -0.6349 0.06340.125C 3t2.E7 9.8<.14
4.0 0.6141 2.2710 1.C191 0.9)09 3.5174 -1.42C2 C.OS11 -0.612ü 0.0395 C.16f1 480.14 10.457
5.0 0.7024 2.2CE4 1.(765 u.~612 3.4800 -1.35<.11 -0.02Ct -C.5717 -0.0087 0.2CE~ 5S1.4C le.8S8
6.0 O.123~ t.1Cl~ 1.1132 O.Q486 3.3461 -1.3241 0.0775 -0.537.1 0.0314 C.25CC 114.66 11.225
8.0 0.1633 1.S88C 1.1140 1.0259 3.1~27 -o.~e(s 0.0721 -C.442C; J.0328 C.3333 «;4<;.19 11.841
10.0 0.798C 1.ES62 1.Cl~5 0.9047 2.7211 -0.9342 0.1566 -0.4856 0.0814 O.41tl 11€3.12 12.386
12.5 0.8310 1.1~41 O.~E39 O.97j9 2.4SE6 -C.74S2 0.0791 -0.4341 0.0459 0.52C8 1476.87 12.901
15.0 0.8563 l.t612 0.8862 0.~u46 2.1062 -0.6538 Ü.14C4 -C.4425 0.0<;50 0.625C 1170.03 13.321
20.0 0.8983 1.~5S0 C.7~23 0.d2J4 1.5738 -0.3547 0.1611 -C.3295 0.1496 0.8333 2~!6.35 13.S55
25.0 0.9100 I.eS5e 0.6780 0.1459 l.lC84 -0.(882 C.17<;( -C.1181 0.2410 1.0417 2942.67 14.144
30.0 0.E146 1.C8I3 0.61ü5 0.1541 1.0554 0.1603 0.ILtS3 C.242S 0.2261 1.2~(C 35~8.9S 13.6C3





WANCSCHU8~PA~NUNG TAUW = 1.608 (N/M**2)
8EZUGSWE~1E
REFERENZGESCH~INOIGKEIT UREf = 21.779 (M/Sj
SCHUBSPAN~UNfSGESC~WINDIGKEITU* = 1.194 (M/S)
PROFILLAE~GE (UMAX) YMAX = 12.040 (MMj
Y U U' 'V' h' 1<' U'V· U·W· U·V' U'W' Y Y+ Ut (XlN
( MM) UREF U* u* u* (U*)**2 (U*,**2 (U*)**2 U'*V· U'·W' YMAX
1.3 0.1048 1.3219 0.6180 (.Bt32 1.4312 -0.3763 -0.0657 -0.4601 -0.0804 0.1080 103.96 16.474
1.5 0.7184 1.3077 0.5812 C.8fE2 1.4043 -0.3468 -0.0738 -0.4516 -0.0961 0.1246 118.87 16.805
1.7 0.131~ 1.2976 0.5642 (.8488 1.~fI4 -0.3501 -0.0672 -0.4789 -0.0917 0.1412 133.78 17.124
2.0 0.1469 1.2141 0.5868 C.8t17 1.3558 -0.3393 -0.0710 -0.4536 -0.0949 0.1661 156.15 17.493
2.5 0.7735 1.2640 0.5522 (.8453 1.3(85 -0.3247 -0.0109 -0.4652 -0.1016 0.2016 193.42 18.126
3.0 0.1~25 1.2338 0.5555 (.8323 1.2t17 -0.2998 -0.0614 -0.4374 -0.0891 0.2492 230.70 18.58C
4.0 0.8222 1.1708 0.510e (.8344 1.1S59 -0.2139 -0.0863 -0.4104 -0.1293 0.3322 305.25 IS.2S4
5.0 0.8460 1.1186 0.5S41 0.8168 1.1351 -0.2436 -0.1135 -0.3665 -0.1701 0.4153 379.80 19.845
6.0 0.8639 1.0157 0.5912 C.l~e2 1.0719 -0.1901 -0.1212 -0.2999 -0.1906 0.4983 454.35 20.2tl
8.0 0.8910 1.0338 0.5182 (.1t64 0.S953 -0.1015 -0.1287 -0.1698 -0.2154 0.6645 603.45 2C.905
10.0 0.9044 1.0469 0.6183 C.7~10 1.0251 -0.0129 -0.1559 -0.0200 -0.2409 0.8306 152.55 21.224
12.5 0.9091 1.1260 0.6919 C.7S41 1.1886 0.1106 -0.1823 0.1419 -0.2340 1.0382 S38.92 21.331
15.0 0.9008 1.2625 0.7147 (.81C~ 1.3612 0.2424 -0.2083 0.2686 -0.2309 1.2458 1125.30 21.147
"ERSlCH NR. 16 ( i'l A f\ 0 KA 1\ AU
eAll"
FCS lllON
26. U5. 1 Si 76
10. (MM J
"'AND5CHJBSPMü!W1G lAU'" = 1.616 (I\/fw**2)
BfZLG~kERTE
REfERENlGESCHWINOIGKEIT URfF = 27.17~ (M/S)
SCHUBSPANNUNGSGESCH~INDIG~EITU* = 1.79~ (~/S)
HOFIlLAENGE (U,-1AX) Y~AX = 12 .~O(l (101M)
y U LI
" I
,j' K' U'V' U'Wo U'V' U'W' y y+ U+ 0)w
(MM) UREF u* L* J* (U*l**2 {U~J**2 (U*J**2 U'*V' l,' *W I 'dM Je
1.3 0.1092 1.~210 O.E151 0.d640 1.4433 -O.3t26 -o.a~lC -0.4438 -0.1114 O.lG4E 1 C4 .1 ~ 16. 5.36
1.5 0.722.4 1.3123 O.5~36 0.8625 1.4C92 -0.356<; -0.C7SC -(.45S1 -0.1014 C.121C 119.14 16.858
L.7 C.135i 1.3((1 C.E121 ü.JbL4 1.4C42 -0.3489 -0.0896 -0.4382 -0.1126 0.131] 1~4.CE ll.1E1
2.0 0.7529 1.2S40 C.5f83 0.J559 1.3t5C -0.3448 -0.0801 -(.4689 -0.1098 0.1613 156.50 17.593
2.5 0.7166 1.2713 O.55Ll 0.3327 1.3e13 -C.323t -0.088C -(.46(9 -0.1254 (.2CIl lS3.8618.158
3.0 C.7~7G 1.~4E2 C.~~6d 0.3278 1.26G3 -0.31G1 -0.1040 -0.4725 -0.IS82 0.2419 2.31.21 18.t43
4.0 0.8283 1.1860 0.5€42 0.d4~6 1.2306 -C.28(S -C.11t4 -(.4053 -0.1681 O.322~ 305.93 19.382
~.J C.8525 1.1274 O.f235 O.d~J6 1.1832 -0.2448 -0.136t -C.3483 -0.1944 a.4G~~ ;EC.t5 lc;.S51
6.J ~.S701 1.(c;fE O.57S5 0.8155 1.1C41 -C.2018 -0.1546 -C.3170 -0.2426 O.483S 4~5.37 20.318
8.~ 0.8958 1.C455 O.5S3& 0.7753 1.J232 -0.1221 -C.1tc;~ -(.1977 -0.2130 0.6452 6(4.80 2e.S68
10.G O.S096 1.(423 O.f313 ü.79b4 1.0596 -C.0292 -O.2D29 -0.0444 -0.3084 C.8Cf~ 1~4.24 21.2~3
12.5 0.9165 1.1lte 0.t~35 U.JJ25 1.1f52 0.(834 -0.2181 C.1078 -0.2B18 1.0Cf1 <;41.04 21.460
15.0 0.9110 1.2~11 O.7f49 O.B538 1.421S 0.2128 -O.2t5C C.2240 -O.279C 1.2as, 11~7.83 21.338





WANOSCHUBSPANNUNG lAUw = 1.621 (~J"**2J
BEZLG5hERTE
REFERENZGESCHwI~DIG~EIT UREF = 27.757 (HIS)
SCHUBSPANNUNGSGESCHklNDIGKEIT u* = 1.791 (M/S)
FROFllLAENGE (UiAX) ~MAX = 12.740 (MM)
U' ~, U·V· (X)y U U' V· W' K' U'V' U'W· Y 't+ U+ ~
( MM) LflEf u* u* J* (U*).*2 (U~)**2 (U~)**2 U'*V' U'*W' 'MA)
1.3 0.1146 1.3478 O.fI83 0.9463 1.5412 -(.3892 -C.C84C -(.4611 -e.lG08 C.IG2C 1C5. 20 16. 654
1.5 C.1295 1.3347 0.f324 0.9235 1.5171 -0.3985 -0.0123 -0.4721 -0.0856 C.1171 12{).29 17. CI7
1.7 0.7426 1.3244 O.t354 0.9123 1.4~50 -0.40C3 -0.0829 -0.4757 -0.0985 0.1334 1~5.37 11.332
2.0 0.7599 1.31~4 O.~C35 0.9046 1.45t5 -0.3713 -C.0844 -(.4752 -0.1064 C.151C 158.00 17.748
2.5 0.1831 1.2S4f C.5~S3 0.07d3 1.4ü09 -0.3703 -0.0930 -C.48C4 -0.1206 0.19f2 1~·5.12 18.301
3.0 0.8035 1.2t49 0.f144 O.ÖJ21 1.3119 -(.3528 -0.095S -0.4540 -0.1234 0.2355 233.4418.786
4.0 0.8331 1.2012 0.6133 0.8603 1.2867 -0.3145 -0.1125 -C.4248 -0.1520 C.314{ 3C8.88 19.499
5.0 0.8568 1.1tI9 O.E131 0.tl532 1.2270 -0.2144 -0.1396 -0.3852 -0.1959 0.3925 384.32 20.C88
6.0 0.6195 1.1302 0.6(94 0.d149 1.15t3 -0.2417 -C.1569 -(.35e9 -C.227~ 0.471C lt59.76 20.574
8.C C.9046 1.(1f4 0.6208 0.7911 1.0E54 -0.1421 -C~1792 -C.2135 -0.2681 G.6~1~ t le. 63 21. 164
10.0 0.9196 1.C1~~ C.E189 0.7330 1.0161 -0.C636 -0.2063 -G.0956 -0.3101 0.184~ 761.5l 21.~17
12.5 0.9275 1.1358 0.6875 0.8180 1.2159 0.C4~2 -O.2~5lt (.G57~ -0.3271 C.981~ <;50.10 21.701
15.0 0.S239 1.2545 0.1596 0.8325 1.4219 0.1725 -0.2803 0.1810 -0.2942 1.1774 11~S.f9 21.62~
20.0 O.S947 1.!224 o.eC;29 o. nö7 1. S~t2 C.4264 -0.3G51 C.3137 -0.2245 1.5699 1515.88 20.959
\ERSLCH NR. 10 (W,öf\CKAJ\AL)
C~TU"
pe S I T lüN
2~ .05 .1976
20. (MN)
~ANC~CHUBSPANiWr~G lAUw = 1.642 (t-./f""'*2)
EEZUfSwERTt
RfFERENIGC5CH~I~OlGKEIT LREf = 27.157 (M/S'
SCHLB~PANNUNGSGESCHkINDIGI<EI·TL* = 1.791 (~/S)




W' 1\' U'V' U'W • U'V • U'w' y )+ U+ U1(HM) LkEF u* L* J* (U*)**2 (U*)**2 (U*>**2 U'*V' U'*W' YMA)
1.3 0.7221 1.3ff~ O.itau 0.9452 1.5714 -0.4012 -0.0853 -(.4675 -0.0994 0.0988 lC5.88 16.722
1.5 0.7359 1.3577 0.62210.9011 1.5,d3 -C.4C3E -O.Oi28 -(.478C -0.0744 O.II~G 121.07 17.055
1.1 C.1481 1.3438 0.El15 0.8977 1.4S27 -0.3914 -C.tE2e -C.4703 -0.0754 O.12S~ 1~t:.25 11.348
2.J 0.7056 1.231~ O.~S39 0.3835 1.4tl1 -C.3833 -0.0717 -0.4826 -0.0978 0.1520 1~S.03 11.7E5
2.5 0.7891 1 • .3 149 o. 579 J o. j 74 4 1. 4 144 - C• "3 72 f: - c. Ct 1 5 - (. 4 8 <; 6 - O. 1149 0 • 1 S CC IS6.99 18.323
3.C C.sGBt 1.ZE~3 0.6C67 0.8158 1.3<;24 -0.3486 -0.0862 -0.4413 -0.1106 G.22EC 224.S618.783
4.0 u.841~ 1.2276 C.6C54 0.J614 1.3129 -C.32CE -0.11S2 -C.4314 -0.1604 0.304C 310.89 19.554
5.0 0.8653 1.1791 0.l2l2 0.3493 1.2~94 -0.28t7 -0.1345 -(.3908 -0.1834 C.31SS 3f6.Bl 2(,.110
6.0 0.8850 1.13t6 C.t~29 0.J3j2 1.2Cl~ -0.2513 -0.1493 -0.3439 -0.2043 0.4~~S L;f2.74 20.56<;)
B.D 0.9113 I.CS17 0.t~4D C.BOU1 1.1(65 -0.1638 -C.17<;)1 -(.2385 -0.2609 0.6C79 614.60 21.183
10.e ~.927S 1.(6S1 O.f371 0.7930 1.0889 -C.Cdas -O.2~C4 -(.13(5 -0.3236 C.75SS lfo.45 21.570
12.5 (..<;376 1.11!3 C.ffl4 ü.JJ33 1.1767 0.0189 -0.26~3 C.0248 -0.3490 Ü.94SE S56.27 21.60t
15.0 J.9376 1.2247 O.7f54 0.3213 1.~8Cl 0.133<; -C.3CCC (.1429 -0.3200 1.13S8 1146.09 21.807
20.0 ~.9117 1.4E5S O.E543 u.9261 1.Ö<;77 0.3472 -0.3424 C.2735 -0.2697 1.51-;E 1525.73 21.21<)
vERSUCh liRe 10 ( WANDK!\N Al )
CATUtoI
HSITICN
Zu • 05 • 1<; j 6
2j. HM)
hANCSChU13SPA,HiWHi lAUW = 1.tlt4 (N/~**~.
EEZUc;SWERTE
REFERENZGESCiWI~DIG~EIT LREF = 27.191 (M/SJ
5CHld!SPANNU,ü;SGESCt'ÜdNDIGKEIT u* = l.cOC (M/S)
FROFILlAENGE (U~AXJ '~AX = 13.10C (~~)
U' V' w' K' U'V' U'W' L' V' U' w' Y Y+ U+
(X)
Y U C'\
( ."tM) UREf l* ü$ J* (U*1.*2 (U.) ••2 .(U*).*~ U·.V· L,*W· 'cMA)
1.3 0.7204 1.3~28 0.H:18 0.:)314 1.5t16 -C.3947 -0.0750 -C.44Cd -O.U838 C.C94c; 1C2.17 16.603
1.5 O.1.J4~ 1.~4t8 C.t5J5 0.9J41 1.5292 -C.3895 -0.0139 -0.4426 -O.J839 0.10S~ 110.8"3 16.<;.t;3
1.1 0.1469 1.~414 O.t~12 0.1150 1.5211 -G.374C -C.C69~ -(.4376 -0.0810 0.1241 131.48 17.238
2.0 0.1641 1.3214 0.6144 0.8754 1.4529 -0.3711 -C.Ct85 -C.455C -G.G840 (.14fC 15.3.46 11.6-46
2.5 C.7873 1.~11~ C.5~19 U.ö6J4 1.4122 -0.3525 -0.0834 -0.4541 -0.1074 0.1825 1~O • 10 1 8 • 1<; 7
3.0 0.8099 1.2911 0.5«;71 0.3773 1.3«;65 -G.3-4CC -(.CEe7 -(.441C -0.1046 0.21S( 226.73 18.721
4.0 0.8423 1.25C6 C.5S43 0.8394 1.3109 -0.3301 -0.IC27 -C.4441 -0.1382 C.2S~C 3(0.00 lli.483
5.0 ~.E6B2 1.1S22 C.l~19 O.J6J8 1.2146 -0.2914 -0.1306 -(.3929 -0.1761 0.3650 373.27 20.(,84
6.0 0.d891 1.1622 0.t112 0.d322 1.2121 -C.2626 -C.l~3S -(.3661 -0.2145 C.43E( 446.54 20.511
B.C Ü.S185 1.C919 0.t~25 0.3111 1.1251 -0.1895 -0.1859 -C.2744 -0.2692 O.5S~S ~c;3.C7 21.252
10.0 0.9375 1.C'~3 O.t185 0.1764 I.Ct76 -0.11~5 -0.2188 -C.1180 -0.3299 0.7299 139.61 21.693
12.5 0.9485 1.C8S3 C.t439 O.8J33 1.1232 -O.C282 -0.2608 -(.04e2 -0.3718 C.9124 «;22.78 21.953
15.0 (..~5ul 1.15<;5 C.1201 0.8u76 1.3(78 0.0659 -0.3095 0.0790 -0.3107 1.0S4S 11G5.S5 21.997
2~.O 0.9320 l.t213 a.1~C6 0.3947 1.7314 0.2743 -C.345E (.2431 -O.3C65 1.459S 1412.30 21.592





~AND5CHi.JBSr»AHW;JG lAUh = 1.658 ("/~**2)
eEZLG~kElnE
REf ER ENIGES CI-\W If'W I GI< EIT UREf = 27.79~ tM/SI
SCHueSPANNUNGSGE SCH~lNDIGl<EIJ U* = 1.801 (~/S)
FFOFIllAEN~E (U~AX) YliAX = 14.~4C (t~M)
U IWI U'VI U'W' Y+ U+
(X)y U LI Vi '.1 1 KI U'VI y -....J
( MM) U REF L.* L* J* (U*)**2 (U~)**2 (U*)**2 UI*V' L.'*k' '~A)l
1.3 0.7250 1.37E2 0.t~77 0.9046 1.5tl3 -0.3818 -0.0555 -C.4344 -0.0631 C.08S4 1(2.62 16.638
1.5 0.7395 1.3t18 O.t4b9 0.9124 1.5~2a -0.3739 -O.CtOS -(.4243 -C.C69G 0.lC32 1 11• 34 1b. 985
1.7 C.1531 1.~~~2 C.f287 0.J132 1.5329 -0.3811 -0.0698 -0.4473 -0.0820 C.l1f~ 122.C6 l'.3e6
2.u l).1692 1.3~3t C.6(7~ ü.JJ48 1.4S24 -C.36SC -O.06t2 -C.4484 -C.0805 0.1376 154.14 17.691
2~5 0.7938 1.32SS C.5Sbl 0.8701 1.4405 -0.3616 -C.OSCI -(.4562 -O.lCll C.l11~ ISG.93 18.268
3.u C.S14E 1.2111 C.5E3S 0.8577 1.4'63 -0.3514 -0.0952 -C.4571 -0.1239 C.2063 2~7.73 18.7eO
4.0 0.8490 1.2~E6 C.t127 0.3850 1.3112 -O.~23S -O.CS46 -(.42Cl -0.1227 C.2751 301.32 19.554
5.C C.S744 1.2154 0.6227 0.3654 1.3C69 -0.303C -O.113t -(.40(4 -C.1501 C.34~S :314. 91 2e.142
b.O 0.893t J. 17;t C.t~15 0.J365 1.2317 -0.2723 -0.1315 -0.3733 -0.1803 0.41~7 4-48.51 2C.585
d.O 0.<1239 1.1030 0.t262 0.79611.1(13 -C.211t -(.U:CE-(.3151 -0.2328 C.55C2 5<; 5.69 21.286
10.G 0.S43S 1.(6E6 0.f200 0.7828 1.0733 -0.1453 -0.1864 -0.2173 -0.2786 O.681E 142.8721.750
12.5 0.<;631 1.Ci~2 O.t~22 0.J027 1.1(54 -(.C1S2 -O.239c -0.1148 -0.3473 0.85S1 926.85 22.197
15.0 0.9701 1.1300 0.68b6 0.3435 1.23CO C.0117 -0.2<;8.3 C.C151 -C.3844 1.031t 1110.83 22.377
2U.C 0.SS95 1.34~2 (.ECJ1 0.9171 l.b~40 C.2096 -0.3621 0.1949 -0.33671.37~~ 1418.79 22.133





~~NCSCHUB$PAW~UIG lAUh = 1.687 (f\/~~*~)
eEZUC:ShERTE
REFERENIGESCHwI\4DIGI<EIT L.REF = 27.195 (M/S)
SCHL,BSPANNud~SGESCH~IJ\DIGI<EITU* = 1.800 (M/S)
F~OF]lLAENGE (U~AX) 'rMAX = 1~.~~( (MM)
Cl:)
y U L' V' ~' K' U'v' U' W' L'V' U'W' Y 'f. U+ Cl:)
(MM) LREf L* L* J* (u*) **2 (U*J**2 (U*)~*2 U'*V· U' *w • 'rMA)
1.3 0.7279 1.33S8 0.6833 O.8Y~6 1.6CJ8 -0.4333 -0.0411 -C.4562 -0.0432 C.CE~2 1(3.62 16.563
1.5 0.7423 1.~1S~ 0.6678 0.J022 1.5821 -O.~1S4 -0.0504 -0.4540 -0.0547 0.0972 118.48 1c.90l:
1.7 0.7553 1.3715 0.6768 O.~142 1.5E15 -C.~lf~ -C.C484 -C.~485 -J.C522 (.11C1 1~3.34 L7.211
2.0 ~.77~3 1.3569 O.6S17 0.~u93 1.5732 -0.4078 -0.0358 -C.4345 -0.J382 0.12S5 1~5. t3 17. tCS
2.5 J.7S91 1.~4t3 0.6686 0.9039 1.5383 -0.3945 -0.0515 -C.43S2 -0.0572 0.161S lS2.78 lS.234
3.0 O.cl170 1.2321 O.t204 0.3ö10 1.~~J3 -C.3814 -C.C58t -C.4616 -G.UlOS C.1S43 229.93 18.649
4.C C.84<j2 1.~711 O.ft73 0.3916 1.~279 -C.3ö57 -0.J621 -0.4311 -0.0133 C.25~) ~C4.24 IS • .3S1
5.J 0.8760 1.2~14 C.lt54 u.J736 1.3t12 -C.331C -0.071l: -0.4039 -J.0814 '.3238 378.54 20.J07
6.0 O.8Y6ü 1.13~1 O.66d~ 0.8617 1.2S10 -G.3J4~ -C.IC9S -C.384S -C.13B7 (.38ft 4~2.85 2(.405
8.0 C.S272 1.1150 O.ft27 J.81Jb 1.1697 -0.2463 -0.1362 -0.3333 -0.1843 0.5181 601.4521.179
10.0 O.S4B4 1.(SCC C.t414 0.1723 1.~Ell -G.17fe -C.145f -C.254C -0.2102 C.64l1 150.06 21.668
12.5 C.S703 1.(616 0.6596 0.7772 1.0E30 -0.1082 -O.IS5S -(.1545 -0.2798 G.BCSt S35.82 L2.172
15.' IJ.S79~ 1.lO~3 C.HI4 O. 7iJ52 1.1350 -0.C238 -0.23S6 -0.0316 -0.3181 O.Y715 11~1.58 22.3EI
20.J 0.S748 1.2790 0.e~39 J.JJ55 1.5~19 C. 15 E6 - c. :H3 ( (.15e6 -0.3445 1.2953 14S3.10 22.291
vER SLCH NR. 16 ( ~O~OKA~.ALJ
CATLM
FCS 11 I CN
26.05.1976
4d. (MM)
hANC ~CHUBSPAd,WrJ:; lAU" = 1.663 (I\/JlI**2)
BEZLGS~ERTE
REFE~ENlGESC~WINJIGKE1T UREF = 27.195 (M/SJ
SCHLeSPANNUNGSGE~CrlhINUIGKEIlU* = I.SCC (M/Sl
P~OFlllAENGc {UMAXi ~~AX = 16.46C (~M)
y U L • \ ' ~i • K' U'V' U'W' U'V' U'w' y y+ U+ (Xl1.0(MMJ l; REF 1J* u* u* (U*)**2 (U*J**2 (U*)**2 U'*V' L' *k' )MA)
1.3 O.72~3 1.3E~1 O.t~14 0.)240 1.62S4 -0.4C27 -0.0274 -C.4169 ~O.0284 O.07~C 103.51 16.521
1.5 0.1414 1.3722 0.6856 0.9400 1.6133 -0.3921 -O.02SE -(.4168 -0.0306 t.eSll 118.35 16.903
1.1 O.155G 1.~i(~ C.~~OB 0.9391 1.61bO -O.4C17 -O.028t -C.4312 -0.0302 O.lO~~ 1.33.20 17.223
2.0 0.1721 1.~617 ~.6723 O.905d 1.5t33 -C.3SE7 -C.0363 -(.4355 -0.0391 C.1215 155.46 11.625
2.5 C.1964 1.~413 0.t444 0.9012 1.5~13 -O.384b -0.04(2 -(.443C -u.C464 C.151S llJ2.S7 18.1<;2
3.0 C.S17S 1.3270 C.t450 0.J998 1.4S32 -(.3841 -0.0388 -C.4481 -0.0454 0.1823 229.69 lS.t91
4.0 C.d504 1.2922 0.6226 0.8771 1.4134 -0.3612 -C.C~C7 -C.44ES -0.0630 C.243C 3C3.91 lS.439
5.C C.f762 1.2484 0.flS2 u.Jg~7 1.3598 -0.3385 -0.0596 -C.44C8 -O.J77b C.30~E ~ 18. 14 2e. C34
0.0 0.8980 1.IS11 0.t~47 O.JJS9 1.3167 -u.3045 -0.0782 -0.3945 -0.1013 O.364~ 452.36 20.533
8.0 0.9297 1.1216 O.f~B3 O.JJlb l.lt73 -C.2622 -C.C68t -(.35EE -0.1212 C.48tt f(O.8121.200
IO.G O.S540 1.(7(6 C.t427 0.79j9 I.OS63 -0.2038 -0.1293 -0.2961 -U.1879 C.tG'~ 14s.a:: 2l.EIS
12.5 u.S7B4 1.C454 C.t~50 J.7152 1.GllS -C.13SC -O.ltl! -C.2J2S -0.2353 O.75~4 934.82 22.381
15.0 0.9896 1.(525 0.6701 0.7588 1.0663 -G.C082 -0.2e37 -C.CS67 -0.2888 C.S113 1120.38 22.f44
20.0 O.SS15 1.181S C•• 568 0.,):>09 1.3468 0.0823 -0.3341 0.0920 -0.3735 1.2151 1~Sl.50 22.702
25.0 O.S718 1.3166 0.S8S6 1.")2d6 1.SE44 O.235t -(.4(55 (.181e -0.3116 ~.51E8 1862.62 22.269
\lERSlCH tü<.. lu (WAf\l.JKANALJ
CATLfI
pes IT ION
26. JS • 1976
45. (MI"1)
~ANDSCHi.JBSPAHlU;JG TAUw = 1.705 (f\/~**2)
8 EIl G~~ERTE
REFERENZ;ESCIiI1 HlOIGKEIT U~fF = 27.EOI (M/5)
SCHue5PANN0N~SGESCH~INUIGKEIll* = 1.801 ("IS)
f~OFllLAENGE (UiWtAX) YfjAX = 17 .64C U4M)
'( li l' V' w' K' U'V' U' W' U'V' U' W' Y 'i+ U+ \.00
(MM) UREF u* L* u* (0*)**2 {U~)**2 (L*)**2 U'*V' l.'*k' )MA)
1.3 u.7325 1.~C45 0.6698 U.~071 1.61E2 -(.4272 ~O.0263 -0.4542 -0.0280 O.O7~1 1C3.<]4 16.574
1.5 0.7453 1.3882 0.6639 0.9467 1.6321 -0.42C9 -0.0131 -C.4567 -0.0142 C.085( 118.85 16.877
1.7 0.7593 1.;815 C.6E27 0.9391 i.6282 -(.4193 -0.0133 -C.4440 -0.0141 O.OSt4 );3.15 17.2(3
2.0 0.7774 1.3e2~ O.l484 0.9214 1.5SG3 -0.42S9 -0.0183 -C.47S6 -0.0204 0.1134 156.12 17.627
2.5 0.8011 1.3659 0.6351 0.9137 1.5~19 -0.4C47 -0.02SC -C.4665 -C.C334 (.1417 lS3.38 18.176
3.0 C.S2U3 1.~511 C.tl00 0.JB1u 1.4877 -0.4060 -0.0279 -C.4933 -0.0339 0.17el 230.65 18.t18
4.0 O.E529 1.3136 O.tC26 0.d810 1.4325 -0.37E2 -C.033S -C.4777 -0.0429 C.22tB 3(5.19 19.365
5.C C.S8J4 1.2550 0.6646 0.S}~3 1.4C91 -0.3136 -O.022t -C.447S -0.0272 O.28~4 ~"jq. 72 1S. SS 1
b.C 0.9001 1.LIH O.t453 O. H72. 1.3323 -0.3418 -0.0392 -0.4356 -O.04~9 0.3401 4!4.26 2C.442
8.U 0.9336 1.1387 O.t5d4 0.83)5 1.2114 -0.2Stt -C.C5G3 -(.3957 -C.0671 0.4535 tC3.33 21.206
10.0 ~.S605 I.CE50 0.6414 0.7309 1.0S~J -0.2493 -0.0728 -0.3582 -0.1045 0.5ttS 152.4C 21.81S
12.5 0.9826 1.(34S 0.t391 0.7408 1.0187 -C.18~3 -0.0591 -(.2802 -0.1498 G.70St <;.38.74 22.324
15.0 0.9969 I.C119 0.6272 0.7235 J.97ö5 -0.1228 -0.1346 -C.1924 -U.2109 C.85C3 1125.08 22.657
2U.0 I.COtl 1.(<;79 C.tt;29 v. 7'i-S7 1.1209 0.0052 -U.2336 (.0069 -0.3010 1.133€ 14~7.16 2~.S82
25.0 ü.S<J47 1.27~2 O.€141 O.Jl~l 1.4i28 O.IS~2 -C.3453 (.1478 -0.3332 1.4172 1870.44 22.639





~ANDSCHUBS?AWW'JG TAU~ = 1.698 (r.1f'**2)
B EZ L G~hERTE
REFE~ENZGESCH~lNDIGKEIT UREF = 27.787 (M/Si
SCHU8SPANNJr'iG.sGESCH~INDIGKEllL* = 1.800 (ft//S)
FFOfILLAENGE (UMAX) y~~X = 19.000 (MM)
y u U· V· W' K' U'V' U'W' U'V· U'W • y '1+ U+ \.0~
(MM) LJREF L* u* J* (0*)**2 (U*)**2 (U*i**2 U'*V' U'*W' 't'MAX
1.~ ü.130t 1.3St1 0.tt15 0.9196 1.6739 -0.3gS5 0.0049 -0.4313 0.0053 0.0684 103.68 16.5t:2
1.5 0.1452 1.3888 O.t~26 0.9814 1.6~90 -0.39C5 C.OC1C -C.43C9 0.0012 0.078S 118.55 16.909
1.7 0.1513 1.3E15 0.6697 0.9572 1.6366 -0.4142 0.0136 -0.4418 0.0147 0.08S~ 133.4211.1S2
2.0 0.7748 1.36S6 O.CS14 0.9005 1.6382 -O.413C 0.0036 -0.4361 0.0038 0.1053 1~5.73 ll.tCl
2.5 C.8001 1.36t5 0.t~40 0.92j6 1.5140 -C.4182 C.C(75 -(.46S0 0.0084 C.131t IS2.90 18.189
3.C 0.S19t l.34~8 C.~456 0.92UO 1.5371 -0.4026 0.003(; -0.4634 0.0042 0.151S ~~O.C8 l8.64C
4.0 0.8525 1.3044 O.l439 0.9103 1.4;24 -0.3910 0.0111 -0.4656 0.0133 0.2105 304.43 19.395
5.0 0.8799 1.2559 0.6602 0.9324 1.4412 -0.3628 0.0(04 -C.4375 C.OC05 C.2632 .3 18. 78 20. 02 1
6.0 0.8997 1.~179 C.l~44 O.91~6 1.3122 -0.3417 Ü.0010 -C .4362 0.0012 0.3158 453.13 20.472
8.0 0.«;331 1.1491 O.l480 0.d401 1.2~JJ -C.31t5 -0.0141 -(.4251 -0.0191 C.4211 601.83 21.236
10. ce. 90 1 Cl l.(866 O.t421 0.3007 1.117~ -0.2686 -G.0345 -(.3846 -C.C495 C.52t3 1~0.54 21.8SS
12.5 C. c:; 648 1.C29~ O.!S84 J.1524 o. S~11 -G.2036 -0.0598 -(.3305 -0.0971 0.651S <;36.41 22.419
15.U 1.G020 C.G811 0.t263 0.1276 U.S~21 -0.153S -C.C111 -(.25(5 -0.1157 O.78S5 1122.29 22.818
20.C 1.~182 1.(C(5 0.6681 0.7201 0.9830 -0.0321 -0.1548 -0.0480 -0.2315 1.05~t 14~4.C5 23.203
25.0 1.0157 1.12€2 0.7346 0.7089 1.2(19 0.(718 -0.2501 0.0867 -0.3025 1.3158 1Et5.S0 23.163





kANCSCHUB.':)PA!HW1J;; T AUW:: 1.680 O'dM'**~)
EEIU(SnERTE
REFE~ENZGESC~WI~01GKEIT LREF = 27.172 (M/S)
SCHLBSPANi~J~J.;.sGESCHldND!GI<EI1 U* = 1.802 (M/S)
Ff. CF Jl LA EN(J E (Ui-1 AX ) YMAX = ~C.6~C (MM)
y U II 'vI l'IJI KI UIV I UIW I UIVI UIW' y "f+ U+ \.0I\.)
( i"'M) LREF L* l* J* ( J*» **2 (Ult) **2 (U*»**2 U'*VI UI*W' YMAX
1.3 C. 1344 1.41~9 0.t~29 0.8986 1.61b5 -0.386~ -0.0025 -O.41S1 -0.0028 0.063C 101.68 16.714
1.5 u.7j04 1. l lES C.tL51 O.38ü2 1.5Etl -C.38t7 -C.OC53 -(.4367 -0.OC60 0.0721 116.26 17.091
1.7 C.1626 1.4(5S 0.6290 0.3911 1.5831 -0.3SC6 -0.OC61 -(.4417 -0.0(92 C.(824 I~C.S4 17.380
2.0 0.7796 1.2S18 C.t226 0.ßd00 1.5642 -0.3815 -0.0173 -0.4382 -O.OI9~ 0.0970 152.72 17.779
2.5 0.8023 1.3813 0.6110 0.3814 1.5291 -C.~8t3 -C.Olt7 -(.4578 -0.0126 0.1212 189.18 18.311
3.0 O.8L3S 1.36fC 0.6118 0.b~15 1.5213 -(.3883 -0.0188 -(.4600 -0.0223 0.1455 ""5.t318.811
4.0 O.E571 1.~359 0.5E4ß ü.J6~5 1.44C5 -C.3615 -C.OCS7 -(.4704 -0.0124 0.1940 2<;8.55 19.577
5.0 J.8831 1.2838 0.6178 0.d118 1.4125 -O.3SSS -C.OC34 -C.4525 -O.CC42 C.24L5 3 H. 46 2 C. 1 72
b.C O.SOlS 1.2~S3 C.l4CO 0.J614 1.3437 -0.3463 -0.0141 -0.4367 -0.0178 C.2S1C 444.38 2C.tU;
8.0 O.S34S I.lfee C.6331 0.32J1 1.2133 -0.3060 -0.0225 -0.4160 -0.J306 C.388C 5S0.21 21.359
IJ.O J.S654 I.C93Q 0.6283 O.JJ71 1.1214 -0.2568 -0.O~1L -C.313c -0.0396 C.48~C 136.C3 22.(;60
12.5 C.S9C8 1.0~~8 C.~160 0.1344 J.S712 -0.2113 -0.U404 -0.3542 -0.0677 0.6062 S18.32 22.t45
15.0 I.C10U C.~1]S C.~192 0.7186 0.QC41 -C.ISS1 -C.C661 -(.281C -0.1167 0.7214 1100.61 23.091
20.C 1.C2S2 C.~310 C.t142 O.6~09 J.db07 -0.0547 -0.lC8~ -C.C956 -0.1892 ,.c;t~s 1465.18 23.543
25.C I.C31t C.~~~3 C.lt49 0.7l1B J.J16d 0.0454 -0.1689 0.0686 -0.2552 1.21~4 18~9.75 23.c17
30.' 1.0206 1.13b6 0.7133 U.7596 1.lEsq C.147«; -C.235S (.1824 -0.2910 1.45~~ 21S4.32 23.385





~ANDSCHiJBSPMliJU'~G TAU\.ol = 1.676 (1\//11**2)
EEZlGS.,ERTE
REFERENIGESCHWINDIGKEIT UREF = 27.17t (H/S)
SCHUBSPANNJN~SGESCH~INDIGKEITu* = 1.802 (/11/5)
HOF IllAENGE (U'1A)() YP'AX = 22.700 (MMJ
y U L' \/' l'lI' K' U'V' U'W' U'V' U'W' Y y+ u+ \0w
(MM) UREF u* l:'" J* {LJ*)""*2 (Ult)**2 (U*)**2 u'*v' L'*Woj' 'r~A)l
1.3 0.7326 1.(2c2 O.~~84 0.3839 1.5S11 -O.36~6 -0.0039 -0.4330 -0.0046 0.0513 lC1.S~ 16.689
I.S 0.7478 1.~122 0.t045 0.8915 I.S772 -C.357S 0.OC6l -C.41S3 0.OC77 0.C661 116.16 17.050
1.1 0.159('; 1. l 02C 0.t452 0.9039 1.59gs -C.3804 -0.0105 -C.4205 -0.0116 O.014~ 12C.1311.33C
2.0 0.7770 1.~SlO C.l215 ü.8905 1.5t93 -0.3815 0.003C -(.4352 0.OC34 0.0881 152.59 17.737
2.5 0.8021 1.3818 0.6142 0.9041 1.5520 -0.38f3 0.OC45 -(.4551 0.ce53 C.JICI ISS.CZ 18.323
3.0 ~.&203 1.~tC3 O.f277 0.dJ19 1.5200 -0.3782 -0.0068 -0.4430 -0.0080 0 .• 1322 225.44 18.741
4.0 ü.E533 1.~2E6 O.tlOl 0.8J84 1.4124 -C.3555 C.015S -(.4385 0.0196 C.1762 2S8.29 1(j.508
5.u C.f17S 1.26t8 C.6Sd9 0.91Y8 1.4424 -0.36(9 0.OC3<; -C.4324 0.OC41 C.22C2 ';11.152C.C74
6.0 0.9004 1.~392 C.t514 C.10J9 1.3E59 -0.34C1 0.(H82 -0.4221 0.0225/0.2643 444.00 20.5S1
8.0 O.932t 1.16(8 0.t289 O.d~22 1.2~24 -C.~1(t C.014t -(.41ES O. 0 19 8 C. 3 S ~ 4 5ES.7ü 21.330
10.0 O.S038 I.C~t3 O.t273 0.8018 1.1191 -0.2734 0.0191 -0.3976 0.0218 0.44C5 7~5.41 22.C47
12.5 v.S~H8 1.(2~4 O.~SI4 J. Tb /t8 O. <;«;11 -0.21(;7 -O.OCI6 -0.357<; -0.0027 0.55C1 S17.5422.598
15.J 1.0016 C.S5E5 Ü.~S51 o.lJotl J.~C2J -0.1724 -0.OC6S -(.3071 -0.0123 (.66(E lC<;9.67 23.G59
20.C 1.0322 C.EE4C C.~E78 0.0874 0.7S97 -0.0818 -0.0386 -0.1515 -0.0743 0.8811 14t3.S3 23.631
2~.U 1.0381 C.ESSt C.t~95 O.,.dlS 0.8489 (.C2e4 -O.078E C.C34~ -0.1350 1.1013 1828.19 23.791
30.0 1.0333 C.~E32 0.6747 0.7254 0.5741 0.0911 -0.IC41 C.1313 -O.157C 1.321t 21S2.45 23.700
VERSU(t-- NK. 1J ( ~Af\JKJ\NAL1
CATU'
FCSITlClJ
.20 • U~ • 1') j 6
05 • ( ,. M)
w~Nes ChU d SP Ai'J d U: IG 1A L 1'1 = 1 • f: E2 ( t\ / ~** 2 )
HEZLG~ r.E RTE
REF EREt'4L GESCii."4 I'.J 0 1 Gj(E I T LREF = 27.78t (M/5)
5CHueSPAi~NlJ,'b;)GcSCI1I't1NDIGKEITu* = 1.194 (M/51
PRCFILLAEN~E (u~AX) V~AX = 26.00C (M~)
y U Li • 'v ' .J • K' U''v' u'w' u'v· U'W' y 'f'+ u+
I.C
ol:>-( MM) lJREF u* u* J* (U*)~*2 (U~)**2 (U*)**2 u'.V' U'*W' 'yMA)
1.3 0.7285 1.4108 0.t241 0.d634 1.5t31 -C.41(~ 0.OE15 -(.5343 0.0924 C.05e( 1(6.50 16.655
1.5 0.1427 1.4CS3 0.5733 0.8~n7 1.5158 -0.4614 0.0886 -0.5711 0.1097 0.0511 1~1. 11 16. ')93
1.7 0.1555 1.~S~O 0.t165 O.jjJO 1.5215 -0.4520 0.0692 -0.5263 0.0800 0.0654 1~7.C5 17.2C;7
2.0 0.7116 1.3819 0.t330 J.J55b 1.5~12 -0.45(:C C.016t: -C.5213 0.0876 C.C7tS 1~9.96 17.677
2.5 C.7958 1.~811 C.589o 0.J513 1.4899 -0.4~38 0.)767 -0.5450 0.0942 O.C9t~ lS8.l5 18.242
3.0 0.8164 1.3f41 C.~518 0.3425 1.4383 -0.4370 O.085S -0.58C4 0.1141 0.1154 236.33 18.721
4.0 0.8476 1.3290 0.5863 O.O~Gb 1.4C33 -0.4243 C.CE4~ -C.5445 0.1082 C.1538 312.70 IS.442
5.0 (;.E744 1.~8~2 C.tCJ3 0.3b19 1.3767 -0.4014 J .090 4 - C.5263 0.1168 O.192~ .3E9.07 ZO.C62
0.0 0.8961 1.2311 O.t4b3 0.8515 1.J3t6 -C.J93~ C.C€8~ -(.4921 0.1107 C.23'C8 4b5.45 2C.560
8.0 C.g275 1.1585 0.f528 0.8129 1.2145 -0.35t4 u.CS3E -C.4713 C.I1GB 0.3011 t18.1Cj 21.285
10.e 0.C;jt:4 1. ( <; 16 J. tC 25 CJ .Tl30 1. 0 t:2 6 - C• .3 0 36 J.ü€S5 -C.4591 0.1339 0.3846 710.93 21.948
12.5 0.9tH-' 1.(3JO 0.5t:78 O. 7.!1t.l ü.<j~21 -0.2511 C.GiSE -C.42S4 0.1194 C.4ECt Sel.86 22.536
15.C I.CuI5 C.S529 C.5727 0.7108 O.alOb -0.2008 0.0632 -0.3679 0.1158 ().,US 11~2.79 22.gS6
20.0 1.G273 C.E611 O.~U5 0.'.1119 J.7U:1 -0.11te 0.0424 -(;.2313 0.C8~6 O.76S2 1534.65 23.605
25.0 1.~373 C.f540 0.5787 0.oJ16 0.1354 -C.0250 0.0271 -(.05C6 O.C54S C.9t15 IS16.50 23.856
30.0 1.G321 C.tC;46 C.t2d2 0.08d1 J.d3~2 0.0504 -0.0000 C.C896 -0.0001 1.15~E 22S8.3b 23.757
35.0 1.0223 1.Ca13 O.l~C4 0.1J31 ü.~472 C.1128 -C.O]CiC (.1187 -0.0618 1.3462 2690.22 23.553





~ANCSCHUdSf·'. \lmui'JG TAUlIi = 1.6BO (~/~.*~J
EEIL<:5"ERTE
REFE~ENZGESCH~l~DIGKEIT LREF = 21.7Bt (M/5J
SCHLe5PANN0NGSGESCH~1~O[G~EITu* = 1.79~ (~/S)
P~OFllLAENGE (UMAX) YM~X = ~S.~CC (MMJ
'{ U L' 'J' 1'4' K' U IIJ ' U' W' U'V' U'rl' Y 'r+ U+ 1.0
(MM) L.REF L* L* J* (U*)**2 (U*>**2 (U*)**2 U'.V' U'*W' 't "LA) U1
1.3 O.123~ 1.40~~ O.t335 0.d870 1.5SÜ4 -0.4437 0.0<;05 -0.4986 ü.l0170.0461 106.42 16.545
1.5 0.7370 1.;914 O.t391 0.86/2 1.5482 -C.44S4 c. Ol'1~ -(.5054 0.0893 0.0532 121.69 16.875
1.7 0.151e 1.38S5 0.t149 0.8670 1.5302 -G.42E3 C.Cl~f -(.:013 0.0888 0.06C; 1;6.95 17.205
2.0 0.7659 1.;ll6 C.f162 0.JJ81 1.4699 -0.4478 O.~)710 -0.5275 0.0836 0.07e'1 1~9.B4 17.551
l.5 0.7906 1.3590 O.f19J 0.J545 1.4ED2 -C~4J44 C.(~C4 -(.5161 0.10140.üSEI ISS.JO IB.131
3.0 ~.SIU9 1.3625 0.5869 0.JJ03 1.4452 -0.4290 0.0732 -0.5306 0.0916 C.I0t4 2;(;.1618.tle
4.0 0.8427 1.3238 0.5E19 U.3410 1.4(27 -C.4C<i5 0.0788 -0.5262 0.1013 0.141S 312.48 19.345
5.0 J.8083 1.2832 0.6C15 0.8372 1.3547 -0.3959 0.0811 -C.513C 0.lC51 a.171~ 3f8.79 1<;.937
6.0 C.d892 1.L;~1 C.t~19 O.d~79 1.3310 -(.3388 0.0919 -C.4840 0.1144 C.212E 4t5.11 20.41C1
8.0 0.9242 1.1t24 0.tt36 0.8032 1.2~24 -0.3513 (.1(4E -C.4632 0.1358 0.2837 t17.7421.223
10.0 0.<i5j3 l.lCE5 0.5952 U.75~6 1.0762 -0.30t2 C.CC;82 -(.4641 0.1488 C.354t l1C.38 21.895
12.5 C.S187 1.(3~2 0.5t3J 0.7)35 0.9422 -0.2511 0.0'192 -0.4320 0.1707 0.4433 Stl.ll 22.482
15.0 0.9984 a.~t34 O.~710 O.lJJ3 0.E123 -0.2042 C.CES<; -(.3712 0.1617 0.531S 1151.96 22.942
LO.( 1.C214 C.E6<;6 0.5146, O.u~18 0.7556 -0.1138 0.J«;6<; -C.2277 0.1939 0.1CC;L 15;3.54 23.4e7
25.0 1.~323 C.E5l1 C.51bO U.JJ14 0.1317 -0.028<; 0.'JE76 -C.0586 0.1716 0.88t5 lS15.12 23.75E
30.0 1.0293 C.S9E4 0.tC62 0.u502 J.7C;S7 C.(3SC C.CE23 (.0711 0.1511 1.063E 22<j6.7C 23.109
35.C I.C200 C.~758 0.t~26 0.6870 O.9C63 0.1035 0.0718 C.1704 0.1182 1.2411 2tle.2S 23.517
VERSUCh Nk. 10 (Wti'WKANAl)
CATl.M
FCSlllCf\J
~ö. 05.1<; j 6
77. (1" MJ
.,.ANCSChUtlSPANNU\jl,; lAUW = 1.tE2 (tlI1lo'**~J
efZlG~_1ERTE
REF ERENZ.GE SC-f .H;>JO I Gj(i: I T Uf<Ef = 27.762 (M/S )
~CHlESPANt"W:'JGSGESCH~INCIGKEIT u* = 1.7C;~ (M/S)
P~OFIllAENGE (U~AXJ )MAX : 2S.20C (~~J
y U U·
" I AI K' UIVI UIWI LI" I UIW' Y Y+ U+ 1.0(MM) lJREF l* u* u* (J*)**2 (U~).*2 (U*).*~ U·.V' UI*",' )HA) '"
1.3 0.7193 1.4CC9 0.5t13 O.J446 l.4~54 -C.3876 0.0928 -0.492'7 0.11810.0445 lC5.30 16.423
1.5 0."1334 1.~E~9 C.~t32 Ü.dl~2 1.4S76 -0.3668 0.0805 -0.4699 0.1032 0.0514 1~C.41 It.759
1.7 0.745<J 1.~8l4 C.!~C4 O.351~ 1.4EC5 -0.3810 C.C<.i48 -C.4993 0.1242 0.C582 135.51 11.055
2.e O.;t25 1.37S7 0.5270 0.8~jO 1.4477 -0.3t39 c. CS41 - C. 50 (5 0.1295 C.(tE5 1~ 8. 16 17.444
2.5 0.7853 1.3l4S C.~225 0.6504 1.4296 -0.3658 0.oc:;79 -0.5129 0.1372 0.C85t lS5.92 11.977
3.0 0.8064 1.3515 O.~~Ol J.d3B8 1.4C55 -C.3~2S (.(<<;12 -C.492t 0.1357 C.1021 233.68 18.468
4.C C.~318 1.~156 O.~28Ö O.35J4 1.3738 -C.3478 O.CSSS -(.4999 0.1421 G.131( 3(9.191S.1S3
j.O G.Ee3l 1.~11C 0.5180 ü.Jo69 1.3~CS -C.3345 0.1084 -C.4553 0.1475 0.171~ ~84.7C IS.175
6.J 0.8850 1.~311 0.~890 O.JS28 1.2949 -(.31Sl C.116~ -C.44Cl G. 1603 C• 2 C5 ~ 460.22 2C.280
8.C C.S113 1.1516 C.5S14 0.1970 1.1624 -0.2850 0.1212 -C.4162 0.1771 0.214C tll.24 21.C22
10.J 0.9432 1.CQE4 0.~l41 J.76~3 1.J~52 -C.2517 0.1284 -C.4062 0.2072 0.3425 762.21 21.618
12.5 0.9107 1.(3t9 J.~255 0.7333 0.9445 -0.1949 0.1374 -(.3518 C.2521 l.42E1 SSl.C5 22.253
15.C o.~e3S (.~1C;2 C.!~25 0.7141 J.Jt90 -0.1525 0.1442 -C.2925 0.2166 C.5131 11~S.83 22.t71
20.0 1.~J)7 C.~140 O.~707 0.65~1 J.7«;58 -0.0616 C.1575 -C.12S6 ü.3020 0.6849 1511.40 23.169
25.C 1.Glbt (.~L89 0.6112 O.6~~1 0.82ö2 0.0222 0.119S C.C3S2 0.3168 C.E5t2 1E~4.S7 23.348
3u.C 1.0121 C.~C;23 C.l~lo 0.66J7 0.9100 0.0955 0.1898 0.1525 O.302S 1.0274 2212.54 23.264
